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Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work 
The Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work (ISFPSW) presented here sets out the 
training product development priorities for the Automotive Industry Reference Committees (IRCs) 
through to June 2021.  

The content in the ISFPSW draws on Auto Skills Australia’s 4-Year Work Plans for the automotive 
industry, though information included in this report has, as best as practicable, been verified by PwC.   
This ISFPSW has a particular focus on the Council of Australian Government (COAG) principles for 
training package development. The principles, and our responses to them, are described below: 

• Reflect identified workforce outcomes. We have used the most recent data available in this 
report to come to evidence based conclusions. 

• Support national (and international) portability of skills and competencies, 
including reflecting licensing and regulatory requirements. Where applicable, we 
advocate for nationally recognised skills in the VET sector, and realise the value of a nationalised 
system. 

• Reflect national agreement about the core transferable skills and core job-specific 
skills required for job roles as identified by industry. Industry, through the IRCs and 
previous 4-Year Work Plans, has given us invaluable feedback on the automotive industry. Their 
input forms a key part of our findings and the SSO looks forward to consulting more broadly to 
build this knowledge prior to the 2018 refresh.  

• Be flexible enough to meet the diversity of individual and employer needs, including 
the capacity to adapt to changing job roles and workplaces. Our approach is to look to the 
future, and where we can, address issues proactively including the recognition that technology and 
other disruptors will change employer priorities and consequently skills needs. 

• Facilitate recognition of an individual’s skills and knowledge, and support 
movement between the school, vocational education and training (VET), and higher 
education sectors. Accessing vocational education from school or reskilling should be a simple 
and effective process. Access to education always plays a major role in our recommendations. 

• Support interpretation by training providers and others through the use of simple, 
concise language and clear articulation of assessment requirements. Plain English 
communication shows true understanding of the subject matter. We strive to deliver clarity on 
complex, technical issues. 

This ISFPSW has been prepared by PwC’s Skills for Australia and the Automotive IRCs. 
Yours sincerely,  

      

Sara Caplan 
CEO 

PwC’s Skills for 
Australia 

Geoff Gwilym 
Chair 

Automotive 
Strategic IRC 

Nigel Muller 
Chair 

Automotive Light 
Vehicle IRC 

Dale Henry 
Chair 

Automotive 
Heavy Vehicle 

IRC 

Mark Czvitkovits 
Chair 

Vehicle Body 
Repair IRC 

Bruce Chellingworth 
Chair 

Automotive Allied 
IRC 
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Industry Skil1s Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work
The Industry Skiils Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work (ISFPSW) presented here sets out the
training product development priorities for the Automotive Industry Reference Committees (IRCs)
through to June 2o21. It is based on research, analysis arld consultations with IRC members and other
stakeholders.
The content in the ISFPSW draws on Auto Skills Australia's 4-Year Work P1ans for the automotive
industry, thougb information included in this report has, as best as practicable, been verified by PwC.

This ISFPSW has a particular focus on the Council ofAustralian Government (COAG) principles for
training package development. The pdnciples, and our responses to them, are described below:
. Reflect identified worldorce outcomes. We have used the most recent data available in this

report to come to evidence based conclusions.
. Support national (and international) portability of skills and competencies, including

reflecting licensing and fegulatory requirements. where applicable, we advocate for
nationally recognised skills in the VET sector, and realise the value of a nationalised system.

. Reflect national agreement about the core lransferable skills and corejob-specific
skills required forjob roles as identified by indusFy. Industry, through the IRCs, has given
us inaluable feedback throughout the consultation process. Their input forms a key part of our
findings particularly as it relates to recognising and responding to the fact individuals are unlikely
to remain in the same job for life.

. Be flexible enough to meet the diversity ofindividual antl employer needs, including
the capacity to adapt to changingjob roles and wor\rlaces, Our approach is to iook to the
future, and where we can, address issues proactively including the recognition tlrat technology and
other disruptors will change employer priorities ald consequently skills needs.

. Facilitate recognition of an individual's skills and knowledge, and support rnovement
between the school, vocational education and training CVET), and higher education
sectors. Accessing vocational education from school or reskilling should be a simple and effective
process, Access to education always plays a major role in our recommendations.

. Support interpretation by training providers and others through the use of simple,
concise language and clear articulation of assessment requirements. Plain English
communication shows tnle understanding of the subject matler. we strive to deliver clarity on
complex, technical issues.

This ISFPSW has been prepared by PwC's Skills for Australia and the Automotive IRCs.
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Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work 
The Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work (ISFPSW) presented here sets out the 
training product development priorities for the Automotive Industry Reference Committees (IRCs) 
through to June 2021. It is based on research, analysis and consultations with IRC members and other 
stakeholders.  

The content in the ISFPSW draws on Auto Skills Australia’s 4-Year Work Plans for the automotive 
industry, though information included in this report has, as best as practicable, been verified by PwC.   
This ISFPSW has a particular focus on the Council of Australian Government (COAG) principles for 
training package development. The principles, and our responses to them, are described below: 

x Reflect identified workforce outcomes. We have used the most recent data available in this 
report to come to evidence based conclusions. 

x Support national (and international) portability of skills and competencies, including 
reflecting licensing and regulatory requirements. Where applicable, we advocate for 
nationally recognised skills in the VET sector, and realise the value of a nationalised system. 

x Reflect national agreement about the core transferable skills and core job-specific 
skills required for job roles as identified by industry. Industry, through the IRCs, has given 
us invaluable feedback throughout the consultation process. Their input forms a key part of our 
findings particularly as it relates to recognising and responding to the fact individuals are unlikely 
to remain in the same job for life. 

x Be flexible enough to meet the diversity of individual and employer needs, including 
the capacity to adapt to changing job roles and workplaces. Our approach is to look to the 
future, and where we can, address issues proactively including the recognition that technology and 
other disruptors will change employer priorities and consequently skills needs. 

x Facilitate recognition of an individual’s skills and knowledge, and support movement 
between the school, vocational education and training (VET), and higher education 
sectors. Accessing vocational education from school or reskilling should be a simple and effective 
process. Access to education always plays a major role in our recommendations. 

x Support interpretation by training providers and others through the use of simple, 
concise language and clear articulation of assessment requirements. Plain English 
communication shows true understanding of the subject matter. We strive to deliver clarity on 
complex, technical issues. 

This ISFPSW has been prepared by PwC’s Skills for Australia and the Automotive IRCs. 
Yours sincerely,  

      

Sara Caplan 
CEO 

PwC’s Skills for 
Australia 

Geoff Gwilym 
Chair 
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Strategic IRC 

Nigel Muller 
Chair 

Automotive Light 
Vehicle IRC 

Dale Henry 
Chair 
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Executive summary 
In developing this Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work (ISFPSW), the SSO and IRCs aim to 
refocus the discussion of skills and training to ensure that training design is centred on what will equip learners 
with the right knowledge and skills to pursue fulfilling careers in the automotive industry. This requires setting 
a clear narrative from industry trends, to skills needs, and through to specific training requirements. To do this 
requires three key elements (as reflected in the structure of this ISFPSW): 

• Understanding the industry (Sector overview) – What activities make up the industry we are 
designing training products for? What are the sectors within the broader industry and how different or 
similar are they? Who are the employers and where are they located? Who is undertaking training in 
the industry and where is that training being undertaken? 

• Understanding the trends shaping the industry and the skills priorities they lead to 
(Skills outlook) – What is impacting on the industry? From how global trends in demographics and 
digital change are impacting on activities in the sector; how domestic economic conditions are 
influencing growth; to industry specific trends. How do these trends influence skills needs within the 
sector? What are employers telling us about their engagement with vocational education and training 
(VET) and the skills acquired by learners? 

• Implications for training (Proposed Schedule of Work) – What do the current Training Packages 
look like and do they align with the trends and skills priorities identified? Are there any gaps and what 
needs to change? How should these training products be reviewed? 

The views of businesses, learners and other key stakeholders in the automotive industry are also critical to 
understanding the workforce skills needs and, therefore, the best approach to reviewing the Training Packages. 
This ISFPSW draws from the research and consultation summarised in the previous Industry Skills Council’s 
2016 4-Year Work Plans, as approved by the IRCs.1  PwC’s Skills for Australia will continue to work with the 
IRCs and relevant stakeholders to build upon this content, informing the best approach to training product 
review. This Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work is intended to be flexible and will be 
‘refreshed’ annually to incorporate industry and stakeholder feedback and capture new and emerging themes. 
Given the fast pace at which the automotive industry is changing, this flexibility will be critical to ensuring that 
the automotive Training Packages stay abreast of industry needs. 

Updates from previous Industry Skills Council’s 4-Year Work Plans 

This ISFPSW builds on the work undertaken by the previous Industry Skills Council, Auto Skills Australia, and 
the 4-Year Work Plans that were developed for the previous IRCs. The 4-Year Work Plans were developed in 
consultation with industry and stakeholders, and the refreshed ISFPSW draws on the qualitative discussion in 
Auto Skills Australia’s 4-Year Work Plans and, where possible, PwC’s Skills for Australia has validated this 
analysis. Key changes between the previous 4-Year Work Plans and the current ISFPSW include: 

                                                                            

 
1  Auto Skills Australia, Bicycle Sector Industry Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020; Auto Skills Australia, Automotive Electrical Sector 

Industry Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020; Auto Skills Australia, Automotive Vehicle Body Sector Industry Reference Committee 
Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020; Auto Skills Australia, Automotive Vehicle Manufacturing Sector (Bus, Truck and Trailer) Industry Reference 
Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020; Auto Skills Australia, Automotive Vehicle Manufacturing Sector (Passenger Vehicle) Industry Reference 
Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020; Auto Skills Australia, Marine Sector Industry Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020; Auto 
Skills Australia, Automotive Heavy Vehicle Sector Industry Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020; Auto Skills Australia, Automotive 
Mechanical and Specialisation Sector Industry Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020; Auto Skills Australia, Automotive National 
Training Advisory Industry Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020; Auto Skills Australia, Outdoor Power Equipment Sector Industry 
Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020; Auto Skills Australia, Automotive Sales, Parts, Administration and Management Sector Industry 
Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020. All future references to these documents will be cited as 4-Year Work Plans.  
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• Condensing of 11 4-Year Work Plans into a single ISFPSW that relates to the industry as a whole. This 
structure will enable a discussion regarding learners and workers across the relevant Training 
Packages, whilst maintaining an understanding of the individual characteristics of the sectors. The 
condensing of the 4-Year Work Plans is particularly relevant to the skills outlook section which 
discusses trends and skills.  

• Additional research, including National Centre for Vocational Education Research data and Australian 
Bureau of Statistics data, was drawn upon to understand learner challenges and opportunities, the 
changed employment landscape over the past year, and the size of the automotive industry. 

• The Proposed Schedule of Work has been maintained for the first two years in order to facilitate 
continuity for stakeholders within the industry, particularly in regards to projects identified for first 
year development. However, in order to align the Plan with COAG principles, some projects have been 
condensed.  

What is the automotive industry? 

The automotive industry encompasses a broad range of individuals and organisations involved in activities such 
as the manufacture, repair, service and retail of vehicles, parts and tools, and the repair, maintenance and 
service of bicycles, marine vessels and outdoor power equipment.2 Training for the automotive industry is 
governed by two Training Packages: Automotive Manufacturing Training Package (AUM) and Automotive 
Retail, Service and Repair Training Package (AUR). 

The automotive industry is comprised of a number of sectors with varying skills employed in each:3 

• Vehicle Body Repair – involves repair and modification service work for registered vehicles. 
Workers engage in activities such as vehicle body repair, vehicle refinishing, windscreen repair, and 
other services. 

• Automotive Electrical – involves the service, repair and overhaul of electrical systems and 
components within vehicles and machinery. 

• Mechanical Heavy Vehicle – provision of repair and service work for heavy vehicles. Key segments 
of the sector include mobile plant machinery, heavy commercial vehicles, and agricultural machinery.  

• Manufacturing (Bus, Truck and Trailer) – workers engage in the manufacture of buses, trucks, 
bodies and trailers and specialised vehicles, including fire engines, street sweepers and emergency 
service vehicles. 

• Manufacturing (Passenger Vehicle) – workers are involved in the manufacture of passenger 
vehicles and component supplies.  

• Mechanical and Specialisation – workers provide light vehicles and motorcycles with service and 
repair work. Whilst service and repair activities comprise a large portion of work under taken in the 
sector, other undertakings include: engine repairs; muffler, brake and exhaust repairs; transmission 
repairs; LPG conversions; and other repairs. 

• Sales, Parts, Administration and Management – workers in the sector buy and sell automotive 
vehicles and parts, and engage in the administration and management of businesses. 

• Bicycles – workers in this sector sell, service and repair bicycles, parts and accessories. 

                                                                            

 
2  The automotive industry is defined for statistical purposes in Appendix D 

3  Note: These are the 10 sub-sectors identified in the 2016 4-Year Work Plan. Changes to the scope of these sub-sectors, such as the explicit mention of motor 
sport and fuel retailing, will be made in the 2018 Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work following further consultation with industry. 
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• Marine – workers engage with marine vessels in the service and repair of mechanical and electrical 
systems. Vessels operated on in the sector include small commercial vessels and pleasure vessels up to 
100 feet long. 

• Outdoor Power Equipment – involves the sale, service and repair of tools for household and 
commercial purposes. Items such as lawnmowers, brush-cutters, jack hammers, generators and 
pressure pumps are included in the outdoor power equipment sector. 

What are employers telling us? 

Drawing from research and consultation conducted by the previous Industry Skills Council and outlined in the 
4-Year Work Plans, there are two key messages:  

• Skills relating to emerging technologies are in high demand. Technological changes are 
placing pressure on the automotive industry to find suitably trained and experienced workers to engage 
with emerging technology. 

• Skilled worker shortages exist across a number of sectors. Across the automotive industry, a 
number of sectors are facing technical skills shortages, resulting in businesses being unable to find 
sufficient numbers of qualified workers. Skill shortages within the industry are driven by a range of 
factors, including the merging of complex technologies and presence of diverse power technologies, 
difficulty for training providers to stay abreast of new technology and investment in resources, the 
attrition of apprentices from training and the perception of the industry.  

What are learners telling us?  

Drawing from survey data, such as the National Centre for Vocational Education and Research (NCVER) 2015 
Government-funded student outcomes survey, there are two key messages from AUR learners (note that data 
was not available for analysis of AUM learners on this point):  

• Learners are graduating with knowledge and capabilities that make them employable. 
AUR learners complete training equipped with capabilities that make them attractive in the job market 
and with transferrable skills. Hence, the finding that less than half of surveyed graduates were 
employed in the occupation that mapped to their training likely reflects the mobility of graduates 
between related occupations and sub-sectors, and the limitations associated with the one-to-one 
mapping of qualifications, rather than poor employment outcomes. This limitation is illustrated by the 
fact that an automotive technician moving from an independent mechanical repair workshop to a 
dealership workshop, changes industries and may therefore not be recorded as in a related job or 
industry. 

• Few AUR learners engage in further training. AUR graduates do not tend to go on and do 
further study after training. It is conceivable this has a correlation with learner satisfaction, with figures 
indicating that learners are satisfied with the training they receive and their ability to gain employment 
and, thus, do not seek to further engage in study. These figures may change in years to come with an 
emphasis on upskilling to cater for new technologies. 

Trends shaping the sector 
Building on the work undertaken by the previous Industry Skills Council and the feedback received from IRC 
Members, the following trends will be shaping current and future skills needs. 

1. Technological change 

Technological innovations are changing automotive products, the way automotive services are delivered and the 
requirements placed on the industry to meet consumer needs. The automotive industry is faced with the 
challenge of staying in line with new technologies that are emerging in the market, as well as providing 
technicians that are trained to cater for these products. 
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2. Structural change 

The changing landscape of the Australian economy is putting pressure on businesses in the automotive 
industry. The implication of these business pressures are changes to the structure of the industry, as businesses 
seek to remain competitive and meet consumer needs.  

3. Consumer preferences 

Domestic households and businesses have always been significant purchasers of automotive vehicles and 
products, thus, the industry is subject to consumer demand trends. As the options grow in the automotive 
market, and for alternative modes of transport, consumers have greater choice and influence over how they 
spend their money in the industry. 

4. Regulatory and policy environment 

The automotive industry operates in an environment of government and corporate policy and regulation. This 
policy and regulatory environment reflects a number of factors, including the competitive nature of the 
industry, the health and safety parameters required, environmental developments, and federal and state law. 
Participants in the industry must continue to work within the confines of this landscape and adapt to new 
requirements. 

Skills priorities 
To enable a flexible and skilled workforce that is able to adapt to the trends shaping the industry, the following 
skills priorities were identified in the 2016 4-Year Work Plans.  

1. Foundation skills 

In the changing landscape of the automotive industry, new graduates and the pre-existing workforce require 
strong foundation skills such as language, literacy, numeracy, employability and digital fluency, to enable them 
to adapt to the changing industry environment. 

2. Higher level skills 

Emerging technologies are changing occupations within the industry. Participants within the industry require 
higher level skills to enable them to meet new needs and effectively engage with technology and business 
models. 

3. Management skills 

The changing structure of the automotive industry is resulting in new occupation and business designs. Skills to 
manage emerging businesses and jobs are required.  

4. Technical/diagnostic skills 

Technological innovations are changing various components of the automotive industry, including vehicles, 
parts and repair tools. The use of these technologies in automotive vehicles and parts necessitates technical and 
diagnostic skill development by workers within the industry to ensure they can continue to actively engage with 
the industry. 

5. Deeper skills 

New vehicle technologies are leading to job specialisation due to the increased complication of automotive 
components. Specialisation requires workers in the field to have enhanced knowledge of the relevant area to 
enable them to effectively engage with new automotive products. 
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Proposed Schedule of Work 
Our mandate as a Skills Services Organisation (SSO) to our Industry Reference Committees (IRCs), as set by 
the Australian Industry Skills Committee (AISC), is to review all Units of Competency (UoCs) in the AUM and 
AUR Training Packages within the four years from 2017-18 to 2020-21. PwC’s Skills for Australia has accepted 
the priorities laid out in the first two years of Auto Skills Australia’s 4-Year Work Plans, with the first year of 
projects having already been approved by the Department of Education. The previous review schedule drew on 
consultation conducted with industry and stakeholders by Auto Skills Australia, and the progression of the first 
two years of projects will ensure continuity for industry, RTOs and stakeholders. PwC’s Skills for Australia will 
build on this consultation and will continue to engage the IRCs and industry to ensure that the Training 
Products continue to meet industry and employer needs. PwC’s Skills for Australia has received feedback from 
the IRCs and State and Territory Authorities on the Proposed Schedule of Work. In particular, this feedback 
relates to drawing out the nuances of each of the sectors and ensuring that the Training Packages do not 
become over-populated with content. We have collated this feedback, and will continue to consult with industry 
and build on this information as we commence with training product development.   

A summary of all projects in the Proposed Schedule of Work is shown in Table 1. The rationale for each project, 
as well as the principles used for prioritisation and scheduling are included with the full Proposed Schedule of 
Work in Section F.  

Table 1: Summary Proposed Schedule of Work 

Year Primary IRC Project 
code Project name 

2016-
17 Automotive Allied 2g New marine fuel systems UoCs 

2016-
17 Automotive Allied 2h New mechanical technician transition skill set 

2016-
17 Automotive Allied 2f New mechanical technician transition and service repair 

of personal mobility vehicles skill sets/UoCs 
2016-
17 Automotive Light Vehicle 2a New tyre and wheel qualification 

2016-
17 Automotive Light Vehicle 2c New depowering electric and hybrid vehicles UoCs 

2016-
17 

Automotive Light Vehicle 
and Automotive Allied 1c Revising air conditioning and HVAC systems UoC 

2016-
17 Automotive Light Vehicle 2i New personal electric transport skill set and UoC 

2016-
17 Automotive Heavy Vehicle 2d New off road tyres UoCs 

2016-
17 Automotive Heavy Vehicle 2e New/modification of multi-vehicle braking system 

compatibility UoCs 
2016-
17 Automotive Heavy Vehicle 1a Technical operations, bus, truck, trailer manufacturing 

qualification review 
2016-
17 

Automotive Vehicle Body 
Repair 2b New automotive estimator/vehicle body repair 

qualification  
2016-
17 

Automotive Vehicle Body 
Repair 1b Body repair technology qualification review 

Total projects planned for 2016-17  
2017-
18 Automotive Allied 1d Automotive sales 

2017-
18 Automotive Allied 1e Outdoor power equipment technology  
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Year Primary IRC Project 
code Project name 

2017-
18 Automotive Allied 2j New qualification in outdoor power equipment 

2017-
18 Automotive Allied 2k New post trade marine qualification 

2017-
18 Automotive Allied 1f Marine mechanical technology  

2017-
18 Automotive Allied 2l New bicycle master qualification 

2017-
18 Automotive Strategic 1g Vocational preparation 

2017-
18 Automotive Strategic 1h Servicing technology 

2017-
18 Automotive Strategic 1i Automotive mechanical diagnosis  

2017-
18 Automotive Light Vehicle 1j Light vehicles 

2017-
18 Automotive Light Vehicle 1k Automotive performance enhancement 

2017-
18 Automotive Light Vehicle 2m New electrical dual trade qualification 

2017-
18 Automotive Light Vehicle 1l Automotive electrical technology  

2017-
18 Automotive Heavy Vehicle 2n Heavy vehicle systems project  

2017-
18 Automotive Heavy Vehicle 2o New CNG and LPG fuel systems UoCs 

2017-
18 Automotive Heavy Vehicle 2p Mobile plant braking systems  

2017-
18 Automotive Heavy Vehicle 1m Mechanical heavy technology 

2017-
18 Automotive Heavy Vehicle 1n Manufacturing production bus, truck, trailer 

2017-
18 

Automotive Vehicle Body 
Repair 1o Body repair and glazing  

Year 1 

2018-
19 All 3a Review remaining UoCs for relevance and suitability, 

and new content flagged for 2018 

Year 2 

2019-
20 All 3b Review remaining UoCs for relevance and suitability, 

and new content flagged for 2019 

Year 3   
2020-
21 All 3c Review UoCs updated in 2016-17 for currency 

Year 4   
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A. Administrative information 
About PwC’s Skills for Australia 
PwC’s Skills for Australia supports the five Automotive Industry Reference Committees: Automotive Strategic 
IRC; Automotive Light Vehicle IRC; Automotive Heavy Vehicle IRC; Automotive Vehicle Body Repair IRC; 
and Automotive Allied IRC. 

As a Skills Service Organisation (SSO), PwC’s Skills for Australia is responsible for working with industry to: 

• Research what skills are needed in our industries and businesses, both now and in the future, to 
provide the right skills to match our job needs; helping us to stay at the forefront of global 
competitiveness and support continued economic prosperity. 

• Identify and understand current and emerging trends in the global and domestic economy and how 
they impact on Australia’s skills needs. 

• Work with the IRCs to revise our qualifications and training content to better match what people learn 
with the skills needs of our industries and businesses, giving our population the best possible chance 
of developing work ready skills. 

 

About the Industry Reference Committees 

The five Automotive Industry Reference Committees include 60 members: 
Name Organisation Title IRC role 
Automotive Strategic IRC  
Geoff Gwilym 
 

Victorian Automobile Chamber of 
Commerce  

Executive Director IRC Chair 

Ian Curry 
 

Australian Manufacturing 
Workers' Union  

National Coordinator – 
Skills, Training & 
Apprenticeships Policy 

IRC Deputy Chair 

Deborah Joyce Automotive Training Board NSW  Executive Officer IRC Member 
Mark Harper 
 

Utilities Engineering Electrical 
and Automotive Training Council  

Industry Consultant 
(Automotive and 
Engineering) 

IRC Member 

Peter 
Blanshard 

Institute of Automotive 
Mechanical Engineering  

CEO IRC Member 

Nigel Muller 
 

Victorian Automobile Chamber of 
Commerce 

Executive Manager, 
Training 

IRC Member 

Greg Preston 
 

Australia Association of 
Progressive Repairers 

Executive Officer IRC Member 

Brett Wright Heavy Vehicle Industry Australia CEO IRC Member 
TBC 
 

Federal Chamber of Automotive 
Industries  

TBC IRC Member 

Tony McMullan Truck Industry Council  CEO IRC Member 
David Birrell 
 

Construction and Mining 
Equipment Industry Group 

CEO IRC Member 

Brett Dale 
 

Motor Trades Association of 
Queensland  

Group CEO IRC Member 

Automotive Light Vehicle IRC 
Nigel Muller Victorian Automobile Chamber of 

Commerce (VACC) 
Executive Manager, 
Training 

IRC Chair 
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Fiona Murphy KMART Tyre and Auto General Manager HR IRC Deputy Chair 
Peter 
Blanshard 

Institute of Automotive 
Mechanical Engineers 

CEO IRC Member 

Glenn Evans Australian Refrigeration Council CEO IRC Member 
Greg Preston Australian Association of 

Progressive Repairers 
Executive Officer IRC Member 

Lesley Yates Australian Automotive 
Aftermarket Association 

Senior Manager 
Government Relations 

IRC Member 

Bruce 
Chellingworth 

Toyota Motor Corporation 
Australia 

Manager – Service 
Training, After Sales 
Operations 

IRC Member 

Rick Parker Hyundai Motor Company 
Australia Pty Ltd 

Senior Technical Trainer IRC Member 

Stuart Pascoe Association of Australasian Diesel 
Specialists 

Committee Member IRC Member 

Martin Sanchez 
 

Lonsdale Street Auto Electrics 
Pty. Ltd. 

Company Owner IRC Member 

Paul Unerkov 
 

Motor Trade Association of South 
Australia 

CEO IRC Member 

Scott Batchelor 
 

Australian Manufacturing 
Workers Union (AMWU) 

Regional Secretary – 
Vehicle Division 

IRC Member 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle IRC  
Dale Henry Institute of Automotive 

Mechanical Engineers  
Director IRC Chair 

Mark O’Kane Heavy Vehicle Industry Australia North Western Region 
Manager 

IRC Deputy Chair 

Wayne Allan Department of Defence National Technical Training 
Manager 

IRC Member 

Chris Amos N/A Freelance Learning 
Specialist (interim) 

IRC Member 

David Mitchell 
 

Institute of Automotive 
Mechanical Engineering  

SA Operations Manager IRC Member 

Darryl Piper Case New Holland Industrial  Technical Training 
Manager - ANZ 

IRC Member 

TBC Westrac Institute  TBC IRC Member 
TBC Farm and Industrial Machinery 

Dealers Association of Australia 
TBC IRC Member 

TBC Truck Industry Council TBC IRC Member 
Phillip Hodges Commercial Vehicles Industry 

Association of Australia 
President  IRC Member 

TBC Construction and Mining 
Equipment Industry Group 

TBC IRC Member 

Vince Pepi Australian Manufacturing 
Workers’ Union 

Union Organiser IRC Member 

Automotive Vehicle Body Repair IRC  
Mark 
Czvitkovits 

I-CAR Australia 
 

CEO IRC Chair 

Phil Nixon Insurance Australia Group  Supply Chain Specialist IRC Deputy Chair 
Shelley Holst Capital SMART Repairs  General Manager Human 

Resources 
IRC Member 

Darren Wales  Wales Truck Repairs Managing Director IRC Member 
Stevie-Cherre 
Cassidy 

youi Insurance Technical Training & 
Development Manager 

IRC Member 

Ben Kirby BMW Group Australia Bodyshop Programme 
Manager 

IRC Member 

Trevor Parkes Parkes Body Works Owner/Operator IRC Member 
Norm Esmonde Victorian Automobile Chamber of 

Commerce (VACC) 
Apprenticeships Manager IRC Member 

Graham Judge Motor Trade Association of New Divisional Manager IRC Member 
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South Wales (MTA-NSW)  
Greg Preston Australian Association of 

Progressive Repairers (AAPR) 
Executive Officer IRC Member 

Leyla Yilmaz Motor Trades Association of 
Australia (MTAA) 

Deputy Executive Director, 
Industrial Relations, Policy 
& Engagement  

IRC Member 

Sean Morgan Australian Manufacturing 
Workers' Union (AMWU) 

NSW Vehicle Division 
Secretary 

IRC Member 

Automotive Allied IRC  
Bruce 
Chellingworth 

Toyota Motor Corporation 
Australia 

Manager – Service 
Training, After Sales 
Operations 

IRC Chair (interim) 

Stephen Moir Motor Trade Association of 
Western Australia 

Group Chief Executive 
Officer 

IRC Member 

Ian Coops Hunts Marine Sales Consultant IRC Member 
Karl Fischer Automotive Holdings Group Sales Training and 

Development Manager 
IRC Member 

Gary Atherton Bendigo Kangan Institute Team Leader – Mechanical 
Technology 

IRC Member 

Tyler de Jager DMS Maritime Mechanical Technician IRC Member 
John Harman Hoffy Cycles Company Owner IRC Member 
Ian Fleet Victorian Automobile Chamber of 

Commerce (VACC) 
Apprenticeship Field 
Manager 

IRC Member 

Paul Scagliotti Institute of Automotive 
Mechanical Engineers 

VIC and TAS Operations 
Manager 

IRC Member 

Lincoln 
Bowden 

Outdoor Power Equipment 
Association (OPEA) 

Executive Board Member IRC Member 

Nik Parker Boating Industry Association General Manager, Policy 
and Member Advocacy  

IRC Member 

Peter Bourke Bicycle Industries Australia (BIA) General Manager IRC Member 
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B. Sector overview 
The sector at a glance 
The automotive industry encompasses a broad range of individuals and organisations involved in activities such 
as the manufacture, repair, service and retail of vehicles, parts and tools, and the repair, maintenance and 
service of bicycles, marine vessels and outdoor power equipment. See below for the full list of sectors that 
comprise the industry. 

The automotive industry is pivotal to the Australian economy, businesses and individuals, touching the lives of 
all Australians. The automotive industry is estimated to have contributed $36.4 billion to the Australian 
economy in 2014-15,4 employing approximately 321,000 workers,5 and comprising between 69,200 and 79,800 
businesses.6 Please note that determining the parameters of the automotive industry is difficult given the 
breadth of activities that take place within the various sectors. For more information on the statistical definition 
of the industry, as defined for the purposes of this paper, please refer to Appendix D Industry classification. 

Training for workers in the automotive industry is governed by two Training Packages: the Automotive 
Manufacturing (AUM) Training Package and the Automotive Retail, Service and Repair (AUR) Training 
Package. These Training Packages skill workers across a broad array of sectors, which are defined for the 
purposes of this paper as: 7  

• Vehicle body repair 
• Automotive electrical 
• Mechanical heavy vehicle 
• Manufacturing (bus, truck and trailer) 
• Manufacturing (passenger vehicle) 
• Mechanical and specialisation 
• Sales, parts, administration and management 
• Bicycles 
• Marine 
• Outdoor power equipment 

The AUM Training Package offers 7 qualifications for workers in manufacturing (passenger vehicle), 
manufacturing (bus, truck and trailer), and cross sector occupations. The AUR Training Package offers 57 
qualifications and 24 skill sets for workers in occupations across the remaining eight sectors, in addition to 
cross sector occupations. 

The Australian automotive industry is in the midst of a period of transformation, with the exit of local passenger 
vehicle manufacturers, changing consumer preferences and the emergence of new technologies altering the 
structure of the industry. As these trends are set to continue, the AUM and AUR Training Packages will play an 
important role in ensuring learner skills are kept up to date and that workers are well equipped to move 
between roles as the industry adapts to these changes.    

  

                                                                            

 
4  ABS (2016) Australian Industry, 2014-15, Catalogue 8155.0. NB: Industry Value Added (IVA) is reported at the sub-division level for all industry divisions 

except Manufacturing. IVA has been estimated as the sum of class 2311, 2312, 2313, 2319, 2392, 2399, 2461, 2462 and sub-divisions 35, 39, 40 and 94. 
Please note that quarterly economic data does not report to the sub-division and class level of detail, therefore the latest statistics are 2014-15.  

5  As of November 2016. ABS (2017) Labour Force, Australia, Detailed, Quarterly, Nov 2016, Catalogue 6291.0.55.003. Please note that this figure is based on 
NCVER mapping of the AUM and AUR qualifications to ANZSCO classifications, excluding general clerks. Four digit ANZSCO mapping was used, reflecting 
the most granular reporting detail within the labour force detailed statistics. Please see Appendix A for more detail as to the mapping. 

6  As of June 2016. ABS (2017) Counts of Australian Businesses, including Entries and Exits, Jun 2012 to Jun 2016, Catalogue 8165.0. The low range estimate 
includes all classes listed in Appendix D, except Class 2399, 9429 and 9499. See Appendix D for more information. NB: Rounded to the nearest hundred. 

7  Note: These are the 10 sub-sectors identified in the 2016 4-Year Work Plan. Changes to the scope of these sub-sectors, such as the explicit mention of motor 
sport and fuel retailing, will be made in the 2018 Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work following further consultation with industry. 
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Sector descriptions  
The automotive industry is defined, for the purposes of this ISFPSW, as all sectors related to training in the 
AUM and AUR Training Packages. These are shown in Figure 1. The discussion in this section draws on the 
qualitative analysis of each of the sectors in the previous Industry Skills Council’s 4-Year Work Plans. 8 

Figure 1: Composition of the automotive industry  

 

In addition to the above, the Automotive Strategic IRC sets the direction for qualifications that skill workers to 
work across multiple sectors. Relevant pre and post trade qualifications that cross multiple sectors include 
examples such as Certificate II in Automotive Vocational Preparation, Certificate IV in Automotive Mechanical 
Diagnosis, and Diploma of Automotive Technology. This style of cross-sector engagement is of growing 
importance in the automotive industry given the need for labour mobility within the industry and an adaptable 
workforce that can work within the changing environment. Cross-sector qualifications are governed by both the 
AUR and AUM Training Packages. 

Automotive Light Vehicle IRC 
Automotive Electrical 
Workers in the automotive electrical sector engage in the service, repair and overhaul of electrical systems and 
components within vehicles and machinery. Businesses generally engage in all aspects of electrical work, with 
activities in the sector including air-conditioning services, battery sales and sales of new and overhauled parts. 
The sector is characterised by micro and small businesses, with most economic activity in eastern Australian 
states. However, there are a high number of businesses per capita in Western Australia and Queensland due to 
the prevalence of rural settlements and heavy vehicle fleets in these states.  

Demand for automotive electrical services has grown in recent years with an increasing number of new vehicles, 
rising household incomes and growth in vehicle/equipment components that necessitate specialist electrical 
services. This demand for specialised services is driven by the growing use of electrical components in light 
vehicles that are designed to be replaced rather than repaired.  

                                                                            

 
8  Note: These are the 10 sub-sectors identified in the 2016 4-Year Work Plan. Changes to the scope of these sub-sectors, such as the explicit mention of motor 

sport and fuel retailing, will be made in the 2018 Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work following further consultation with industry. 
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Whilst this increased demand presents the sector with significant growth opportunities, technological advances 
are increasingly driving a competitive sector environment and changing the type of jobs and skills needs. 
Another challenge for the sector is the establishment of partnerships with dealerships and manufacturers to 
gain access to electrical diagrams for service and repair. This information belongs to original equipment 
manufacturers and is required by downstream service and repair businesses to correctly engage with vehicles. 
Dealers that are affiliated with manufacturers will have access to such information, however, smaller operators 
often struggle to form these agreements and are, thereby, locked out of some markets. Better information access 
and sharing creates an opportunity for wealth distribution and growth across the sector more broadly.  

This trend is seen in a number of industry sectors including the electrical sector, in which electrical diagrams 
are the intellectual property of manufacturers and are only passed onto dealerships. In spite of these challenges, 
the overall business and employment outlook is positive, with sector revenue projected to increase over the next 
few years.9 

Manufacturing (Passenger Vehicle) 

Passenger vehicle manufacturing workers are involved in the manufacture of passenger vehicles and 
component supplies. The sector is dominated by three large manufacturing companies (Toyota, GM Holden 
and Ford) and a range of smaller businesses that engage in component supplies. Excluding the three major 
manufacturers, most businesses within the sector are sole proprietors and small businesses. This structure and 
characterisation will change with the closure of local passenger vehicle manufacturing operations by the end of 
2017. Reasons provided by manufacturing companies for these closures include the high cost of manufacturing 
locally, the Australian market, and changing consumer preferences. The departure of Toyota, GM Holden and 
Ford will significantly contract economic activity and employment in the industry.  

This environment is presenting businesses and workers with a number of challenges, particularly, future 
employment opportunities for workers. Many of these workers will need to reskill and enter into different areas 
of the automotive industry, or transition into new industries entirely. VET will play an important role in 
enabling skills transitions to take place, with several Government initiatives already engaging in this area, such 
as Victoria’s Automotive Transition Plan.10  

The exit of passenger vehicle manufacturing operations will have flow on effects for the component 
manufacturing segment. Businesses within the component manufacturing sector are seeking to diversify and 
engage in other manufacturing activities. Such diversification is not financially viable for all component 
businesses, particularly those that are small to medium size, and may result in a decrease in the number of 
manufacturing component firms.11 

Mechanical and Specialisation 
Workers in the mechanical and specialisation sector provide light vehicles and motorcycles with service and 
repair work. Whilst service and repair activities comprise a large portion of work undertaken in the sector, other 
undertakings include: engine repairs; muffler, brake and exhaust repairs; transmission repairs; LPG 
conversions; and other repairs. The sector is governed by the AUR Training Package, with relevant occupations 
including mechanics and motor sport workers. 

Businesses within the sector are typically sole proprietors and small businesses, operating across Australia. 
There are a number of small and privately owned service centres in the sector which compete on quality and 
price with dealerships that house major manufacturing brands. The sector has seen business consolidation and 
rationalisation in recent years in response to technological advances and changes in consumer expectations 
creating a more competitive environment.   

                                                                            

 
9  This projection is sourced from the qualitative and quantitative analysis of sector trends in the Auto Skills Australia, Automotive Electrical Sector Industry 

Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020. The SSO will continue to work with the IRCs and industry to review this analysis.  
10   For more information see: <http://economicdevelopment.vic.gov.au/victorias-automotive-transition-plan>  
11  This projection is sourced from the qualitative and quantitative analysis of sector trends in the Auto Skills Australia, Automotive Vehicle Manufacturing 

Sector (Passenger Vehicle) Industry Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020. The SSO will continue to work with the IRCs and industry to 
review this analysis 
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Service and repair demand correlates with the size and age of the relevant vehicle fleet. Over the past two 
decades, the age of light vehicles and motorcycles on Australian roads has remained constant at almost 10 years 
(Figure 2). This is expected to continue, driving demand for services, which will in turn lead to revenue and 
employment growth.12 

Figure 2: Average age of vehicles registered in Australia 

 

Source: ABS 9309.0, Motor Vehicle Census, Australia, 31 Jan 2016 
 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle IRC 
Mechanical Heavy Vehicle 
Workers operating in the mechanical heavy vehicle sector provide repair and service work for heavy vehicles 
and are trained under the AUR Training Package. Heavy vehicles are typically employed in several central 
industries, therefore, key segments of the sector include: 

• Mobile plant machinery (mining and construction); 

• Heavy commercial vehicles (road transport); and 

• Agricultural machinery. 

Businesses typically hold a small share of the market and specialise their operations towards particular 
machinery, markets or locations. As a result, businesses tend to be small, though there are several large 
businesses in the road transport space. Businesses operate across Australia, however, given the typical use of 
heavy vehicles in certain activities, such as mining, agriculture, construction, transport and manufacturing, 
business locations tend to follow the occurrence of these activities.  

                                                                            

 
12  This projection is sourced from the qualitative and quantitative analysis of sector trends in the Auto Skills Australia, Automotive Mechanical and 

Specialisation Sector Industry Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020. The SSO will continue to work with the IRCs and industry to 
review this analysis. 
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There are two central challenges facing the sector: technological change, and the potential for declining industry 
expenditure, following changes to the structure of the broader economy. Technological changes are leading to 
the use of new fuel sources, hybrid electric components and more advanced heavy vehicle repair technologies. 
These advances require more advanced capabilities within the sector and new safety requirements, both of 
which place pressures on businesses and workers. Structural changes in the broader economy are seeing 
reduced demand in the mining, agricultural and construction industries.   

Despite these challenges, there are a number of opportunities available to the sector that will drive projected 
sector revenue growth through to 2019-20.13 Opportunities include capitalising on an ageing heavy vehicle fleet 
that will require additional maintenance and repair. 

Manufacturing (Bus, Truck and Trailer) 

Workers in this sector are trained under the AUM Training Package to manufacture buses, trucks, bodies and 
trailers and other specific vehicles including fire engines, street sweepers and emergency service vehicles. The 
sector can be broken down into 3 primary segments: 

• Bus manufacturing – bus bodies, bus chassis, fully built buses and bus components;  

• Truck manufacturing – light, medium and heavy trucks; and  

• Vehicle body and trailer manufacturing – bodies for use in buses, trucks, specialised vehicles, general 
and specialised freight trailers, including flat-tops, container skels, dry freight and temperature-
controlled freight equipment, livestock and dry and liquid tanker trailers. 

Business sizes in the sector vary based on the vehicle being manufactured. Businesses engaged in bus and truck 
manufacturing are typically medium to large, whereas vehicle body and trailer manufacturers are typically 
small. The type of vehicle manufactured is also indicative of the level of globalisation within the sector. Bus and 
truck manufacturing businesses are all subsidiaries of foreign owned companies, whereas vehicle body and 
trailer manufacturing businesses are largely Australian owned. The location of businesses within the sector are 
correlated to major markets, with high representations in Victoria, Queensland and New South Wales.  

A number of challenges are facing the sector, including decreased economic activity, import replacement 
pressures and supply uncertainty. These challenges may impact the strength of the sector, however, 
employment within the sector is expected to remain stable with the emergence of growth opportunities.14 
Particular growth opportunities include demand of lighter vehicles and growth in the export of specialised 
vehicles.  

Automotive Vehicle Body Repair IRC 
Vehicle Body Repair 
Vehicle body repair workers provide repair and modification service work for registered vehicles. Workers are 
trained under the AUR Training Package and engage in activities such as vehicle body repair, vehicle 
refinishing, windscreen repair, automotive trimming, and other services. Businesses in the sector are largely 
sole proprietors and small businesses.  

A number of factors are making the sector increasingly competitive and complex. These include the rising cost 
of imported materials, capital expenditure increases to accommodate compliance requirements and the impact 
of significant technological change. These trends have resulted in business consolidation and rationalisation 
across the sector, movement towards adoption of Small and Medium Area Repair Techniques (SMART) and 

                                                                            

 
13  This projection is sourced from the qualitative and quantitative analysis of sector trends in the Auto Skills Australia, Automotive Heavy Vehicle Sector 

Industry Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020. The SSO will continue to work with the IRCs and industry to review this analysis. 
14  This projection is sourced from the qualitative and quantitative analysis of sector trends in the Auto Skills Australia, Automotive Vehicle Manufacturing 

Sector (Bus, Truck and Trailer) Industry Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020. The SSO will continue to work with the IRCs and 
industry to review this analysis. 
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establishment of partnerships with insurers. Preferred smash repairer agreements are increasingly common in 
the sector as they enable businesses to directly capture a constant portion of the market via an insurer.  

Within this challenging environment, there remain a number of opportunities within the sector for businesses 
and workers. Opportunities stem from: increased vehicle numbers and subsequent demand for services from 
accidents; demand for custom/non-crash related services; windscreen repair; and younger driving 
demographics that are statistically more likely to be involved in accidents. This environment leads to projected 
sector revenue growth through to 2020-21.15 

Automotive Allied IRC 
Bicycles 
Workers in this sector sell, service and repair bicycles, parts and accessories, with training for learners governed 
by the AUR Training Package. The sector has many small players, with independent and specialist bicycle 
retailers accounting for just under half of bicycle and accessory sales. Businesses are typically located near 
major markets, with New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland sharing significant distribution.  

The sector is benefiting from consumer demand for bicycles and technological change that is diversifying the 
bicycle market and creating capacity for the emergence of new businesses. There are a number of emerging 
opportunities in the sector, particularly for small businesses, including engagement with electric bikes and 
personal mobility devices, such as motorised wheelchairs, scooters and associated equipment. These 
opportunities are likely to be reflected in anticipated sector revenue growth in the next few years.16  

Outdoor Power Equipment 
Workers and businesses in the sector provide sales, service and repair work for outdoor power equipment. This 
equipment includes items such as, lawnmowers, chainsaws, concrete polishers, brush-cutters, jack hammers, 
generators and pressure pumps. Businesses in the sector are predominantly small, with New South Wales, 
Victoria and Queensland having the largest share.  

The sector is facing a number of challenges including technological change, emissions regulations, an ageing 
workforce, and lower economic incentives for workers. These challenges will act to make the sector more 
competitive and place demands on skill requirements.17 However, there are a number of sector opportunities 
that have the capacity to grow the sector. Opportunities include: capitalisation on an increasingly 
technologically advanced skill base by diversifying into other forms of battery electric equipment and vehicles; 
and the trend towards the repair of outdoor power equipment items, as opposed to replacement, stemming 
from enhanced equipment quality and subsequent purchase price.  

Marine 
Personnel in this sector engage with marine vessels in the service and repair of mechanical and electrical 
systems. Workers engaging in this sector are trained under the AUR Training Package and operate on small 
commercial vessels and pleasure vessels up to 100 feet long. Historically, the sector has largely been comprised 
of small Australian owned businesses and sole proprietors. Marine service activity is likely to be concentrated in 
areas with a high proportion of retirees and a favourable climate. As a result, trends such as Australia's ageing 
population and their accumulation of wealth following strong superannuation and property has, and will likely 
continue, to result in growth for the sector.  

Other trends that are affecting the sector include technological advances and emissions laws, which are driving 
increased sophistication of equipment and stricter compliance regulations. While these trends may pose some 
difficulties for the sector, there are a number of emerging opportunities available to marine businesses. For 
example, there is a growing trend in the industry for local vessel manufacturers and retailers to engage in the 

                                                                            

 
15  This projection is sourced from the qualitative and quantitative analysis of sector trends in the Auto Skills Australia, Automotive Vehicle Body Sector 

Industry Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020. The SSO will continue to work with the IRCs and industry to review this analysis. 
16  This projection is sourced from the qualitative and quantitative analysis of sector trends in the Auto Skills Australia, Bicycle Sector Industry Reference 

Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020. The SSO will continue to work with the IRCs and industry to review this analysis. 
17  Auto Skills Australia, Outdoor Power Equipment Sector Industry Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020. The SSO will continue to work 

with the IRCs and industry to review this analysis. 
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installation and setup of new navigation and drive systems. The sector is anticipated to grow in the next few 
years, with projected revenue moderately increasing through to 2019/20.18   

Sales, Parts, Administration and Management 
Workers in the sales, parts, administration and management segment of the automotive industry buy and sell 
automotive vehicles and parts, and engage in the administration and management of businesses. Training for 
the sector is provided under the AUR Training Package, with relevant certificates and diplomas encompassing 
topics in the fields of automotive administration, automotive sales and automotive management. The biggest 
segments of the sector include: car retailing; fuel retailing; motor vehicle and new parts wholesaling; and motor 
vehicle parts retailing. Businesses in the sector are typically sole proprietors and small businesses, and follow 
population distribution trends.   

There is currently strong growth in the sector,19 with additional opportunities for growth stemming from 
increasing numbers of cars on Australian roads, as well as the rate of sales. The ABS Motor Vehicle Census from 
31 January 2016 reported that registered motor vehicles in Australia numbered 18.4 million on 31 January 
2016, with the national fleet growing by 2.1 per cent from 2015 to 2016 – see Figure 6.20  

Growth in the sector will lead to many new job opportunities, which in turn necessitate the development of new 
capabilities. For example, the requirement for digital literacy skills is emerging from increased use of 
technological systems, such as websites and computerised inventory systems.  

State by state overview 
To understand the complexity of this broad industry, it is important to consider the industry through a state 
and territory lens. Key differentiating factors between the states and territories include: 

• Demographics. The majority of Australians engage with the automotive industry. As a result, there 
are job opportunities for workers in the industry across Australia, reflecting the correlation between 
population and motor vehicle registration distribution. This is mirrored in employment statistics, with 
employment concentrated in areas with larger populations and major markets. Figure 3 demonstrates 
vehicle growth in each state between 2015 and 2016, a good indicator of likely future growth and, 
therefore, where learners should look to acquire skills.  

• Location of large industries. Whilst the majority of jobs are distributed across states, employment 
for some sectors is high in certain locations due to the prevalence of related industries. This is evident 
in the automotive electrical sector, where a number of businesses and jobs are concentrated in states 
with a high amount of mining activity. Similarly, most parts and accessory manufacturers are based in 
Victoria due to the presence of major passenger vehicle manufacturers.  

                                                                            

 
18  This projection is sourced from the qualitative and quantitative analysis of sector trends in the Auto Skills Australia, Marine Sector Industry Reference 

Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020. The SSO will continue to work with the IRCs and industry to review this analysis. 
19  This projection is sourced from the qualitative and quantitative analysis of sector trends in the Auto Skills Australia, Automotive Sales, Parts, 

Administration and Management Sector Industry Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020. The SSO will continue to work with the IRCs 
and industry to review this analysis. 

20  Australian Bureau of Statistics 9309.0, Motor Vehicle Census, Australia, 31 Jan 2016 
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Figure 3: Registered vehicle percentage change by state, from 2015 to 2016 

 
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 9309.0 – Motor Vehicle Census, Australia, 31 Jan 2016 
 

Figure 4 below shows the current geographical distribution of domestic learners currently enrolled in the 
Automotive Manufacturing and the Automotive Retail, Service and Repair Training Packages, alongside the 
distribution of employment in typical automotive occupations. 

Figure 4: Geographic spread of workers and learners 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Source: ABS 6291.0.55.003 - Labour Force, Australia, Detailed (by occupation) November 2017, NCVER (2015) Total VET Activity 2014 
Note: Employment data is based on NCVER mapping of AUR and AUM qualifications to ANZSCO classifications. PwC’s Skills for Australia 
notes that NCVER is currently working to improve the accuracy of this mapping. 
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Differences between states and territories, and key drivers of these differences, include: 

• New South Wales currently has significant representation of the automotive industry due to its high 
population and market presence. The state has the highest level of industry employment at 28 per cent, 
a figure which is supported by strong growth in vehicle numbers: the state reported the largest increase 
in the number of vehicles from 2015-2016, at 127,220.21  

• Victoria has a strong representation of the automotive industry due to its population and markets. 
This is reflected in the geographic spread of workers and learners, with the state currently representing 
26 per cent of national employment in automotive occupations and 27 per cent of learner enrolments. 
The state is in a period of transition with the closure of local passenger vehicle manufacturing 
operations. The Victorian Government has taken a proactive stance in seeking to address the 
consequences stemming from these changes for learners and workers with ‘Victoria’s Automotive 
Transition Plan’ being released in 2015. The policy provides assistance to businesses, workers and 
communities affected by the closures through a range of programs and targeted assistance, totalling 
$135.5 million.22 High learner enrolments reflect the fact that many of these workers have begun to 
reskill, with 45 per cent of learners in the AUM Training Package residing in Victoria.  

• Queensland represents 21 per cent of all employment in the industry. This level of employment is 
closely aligned with the proportion of enrolments in the AUR and AUM Training Packages in the state. 
The state has high levels of employment and activity in some sectors including, marine and automotive 
electrical. The marine sector has a substantial presence in the state due to the presence of 
infrastructure, demographics and weather patterns that facilitate and support marine activities. The 
state also has a high number of automotive electrical sector businesses per capita due to rural 
settlements and the heavy vehicle fleets that operate in the resources sector.  

• Western Australia represents 12 per cent of all employment in the industry. Currently there is a 
slight over representation of automotive enrolments, with 13 per cent of all automotive enrolments 
based in Western Australia. The state also has a high number of automotive electrical sector businesses 
per capita due to rural settlements and the heavy vehicle fleets that are employed in the resources 
sector. 

• South Australia represents 8 per cent of automotive industry employment and 7 per cent of 
enrolments. With the closure of GM Holden’s manufacturing factory in Elizabeth, South Australia, the 
state will undergo significant changes in the industry. The State Government has committed to 
assisting businesses and workers in the industry to find new markets and careers, with the ‘Automotive 
Transformation Taskforce’.23 It is likely that this program will impact the number of VET enrolments in 
the state as workers from the passenger vehicle manufacturing sector undertake additional training to 
facilitate transfer to new employment. 

• Tasmania comprises a small proportion of the industry. It represents 2 per cent of all employment in 
the industry, which is closely aligned with the proportion of enrolments in the AUR and AUM Training 
Packages in the state. The ABS 2016 Motor Vehicle Census reported that Tasmanian vehicles have the 
oldest average age in Australia at 12.6 years, as compared to the average age of all vehicles in Australia 
which is 10.1 years.24 This could indicate that there are growth opportunities in sectors that engage in 
the service and repair of vehicles, as owners choose to maintain older vehicles, rather than purchase 
new ones. 

• Australian Capital Territory comprises a small portion of the industry. However, infrastructure in 
the Territory is leading to growth in certain sectors, notably, bicycles. A quality bike path network 
throughout Canberra has led to the Territory having one of the highest cycling participation rates in 
Australia, with the 2015 National Cycling Participation survey finding that 21.2 per cent of Canberrans 
ride a bicycle in a typical week.25 

                                                                            

 
21  Australian Bureau of Statistics 9309.0, Motor Vehicle Census, Australia, 31 Jan 2016 
22  Victorian Government (2017), Victoria’s Automotive Transition Plan 
23  Government of South Australia (2017), Automotive Transformation Taskforce 
24  Australian Bureau of Statistics 9309.0, Motor Vehicle Census, Australia, 31 Jan 2016 
25  Australian Bicycle Council (2015), Summary sheet: Australian Capital Territory Cycling Participation. 
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• Northern Territory comprises a small portion of the automotive industry. The ABS 2016 Motor 
Vehicle Census reported that the Territory has the youngest average fleet age, with an average age of 9.1 
years.26 This may represent growth opportunities for sectors that engage with new vehicles and their 
embedded technologies, such as automotive electrical and sales, parts, administration and 
management.  

  

                                                                            

 
26  Australian Bureau of Statistics 9309.0, Motor Vehicle Census, Australia, 31 Jan 2016 
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Training Package profile 
There are two Training Packages that contain qualifications and units of competency relevant to the automotive 
industry. There are 7 qualifications in the AUM Training Package and 57 qualifications in the AUR Training 
Package (see Table 2, noting that Table 2 includes superseded qualifications that still have learners enrolled). Of 
the 4.5 million learners enrolled in vocational education qualifications in 2015, there were 680 learners 
enrolled in the AUM Training Package and 57,753 learners enrolled in the AUR Training Package 
comprising 1.3 per cent of all learners.27 

Table 2: Scale of qualification involvement 
 
Qualification level RTOs with 

scope 
(May 
2017) 

UoCs (native 
and 

imported) 

2015 
enrolments 

Automotive Manufacturing Training Package (AUM) 
Automotive vehicle manufacturing sector (passenger vehicles) 
AUM20112  Certificate II in Automotive 

Manufacturing Production - Passenger 
Motor Vehicle  
Superseded by and equivalent to AUM20113 

0* 17 71 

AUM20113 Certificate II in Automotive 
Manufacturing Production - Passenger 
Motor Vehicle 

2 17 126 

AUM30112 Certificate III in Automotive 
Manufacturing Technical Operations - 
Passenger Motor Vehicle 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUM30113 

0* 45 10 

Automotive vehicle manufacturing sector (bus, truck and trailer) 
AUM20212 Certificate II in Automotive 

Manufacturing Production - Bus, Truck 
and Trailer 
Superseded by AUM20213 

0 35 0 

AUM20213 Certificate II in Automotive 
Manufacturing Production - Bus, Truck 
and Trailer 

4 34 54 

AUM30212 Certificate III in Automotive 
Manufacturing Technical Operations - 
Bus, Truck and Trailer 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUM30213 

0* 53 123 

AUM30213 Certificate III in Automotive 
Manufacturing Technical Operations - 
Bus, Truck and Trailer 

9 53 294 

AUM35108 Certificate III in Automotive 
Manufacturing (Bus/Truck/Trailer) 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUM30212 

0* 66 2 

Cross-sector qualifications 
AUM10113 Certificate I in Automotive 

Manufacturing 
1 8 N/A 

AUM40113 Certificate IV in Automotive 
Manufacturing 

0 57 N/A 

AUM50113 Diploma of Automotive Manufacturing 0 33 N/A 
Automotive Retail, Service and Repair Training Package (AUR) 
Automotive sales, parts administration and management sector 
AUR20105  Certificate II in Automotive 0 57 0 

                                                                            

 
27  Enrolment data has been used to estimate learner numbers. This may represent a slight overestimate of the number of learners in AUM and AUR, as it is 

common for some learners to enrol across courses and transfer between them. 
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Administration 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR20112 

AUR20112 Certificate II in Automotive 
Administration 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR20116 

4 22 8 

AUR21105  Certificate II in Automotive Sales 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR21112 0* 99 93 

AUR21112  Certificate II in Automotive Sales 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR21116 14 31 168 

AUR30105  Certificate III in Automotive 
Administration 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUM30112 

0* 61 2 

AUR30112  Certificate III in Automotive 
Administration 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR30116 

10 25 52 

AUR31005  Certificate III in Automotive Sales 
Superseded by AUR31012 0* 112 72 

AUR31012  Certificate III in Automotive Sales 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR31016 39 43 1923 

AUR40105  Certificate IV in Automotive Management 
Superseded by AUR40112 0* 85 2 

AUR40112  Certificate IV in Automotive Management 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR40116 16 17 124 

AUR50105  Diploma of Automotive Management 
Superseded by AUR50112 0* 87 31 

AUR50112  Diploma of Automotive Management 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR50116 22 22 133 

Outdoor power equipment sector 
AUR20805  Certificate II in Outdoor Power 

Equipment 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR20811 

0 216 0 

AUR20811  Certificate II in Outdoor Power 
Equipment 
Superseded by AUR20812 

0 138 0 

AUR20812  Certificate II in Outdoor Power 
Equipment Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR20816 

11 21 131 

AUR30705  Certificate III in Outdoor Power 
Equipment 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR30711 

0* 241 7 

AUR30711  Certificate III in Outdoor Power 
Equipment 
Superseded by AUR30712 

0* 150 20 

AUR30712  Certificate III in Outdoor Power 
Equipment Technology 
Superseded by AUR30713 

0* 72 27 

AUR30713  Certificate III in Outdoor Power 
Equipment Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR30716 

17 71 214 

Automotive mechanical and specialisation sector 
AUR20705  Certificate II in Automotive Mechanical 

Superseded by a number of Cert IIs 
0* 202 31 

AUR21005  Certificate II in Motorsport 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR21011 

0 102 0 

AUR21012  Certificate II in Motorsport Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR21016 

4 59 24 

AUR21212  Certificate II in Automotive Underbody 
Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR21216 

15 24 862 

AUR21312  Certificate II in Automotive Braking 
System Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR21316 

7 17 19 

AUR21412  Certificate II in Automotive Cooling 
System Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR21416 

8 22 0 

AUR21512  Certificate II in Automotive Cylinder 1 18 180 
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Head Reconditioning 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR21516 

AUR21612  Certificate II in Automotive Driveline 
System Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR21616 

4 18 3 

AUR21712  Certificate II in Automotive Exhaust 
System Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR21716 

5 20 4 

AUR21812  Certificate II in Automotive Steering and 
Suspension System Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR21816 

12 20 75 

AUR21912  Certificate II in Automotive Tyre 
Servicing Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR21913 

0* 25 170 

AUR21913  Certificate II in Automotive Tyre 
Servicing Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR21916 

34 37 778 

AUR30405  Certificate III in Automotive Mechanical 
Technology 
Superseded by a number of qualifications 

2 228 2195 

AUR30612  Certificate III in Light Vehicle 
Mechanical Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR30616 

93 80 14971 

AUR30812  Certificate III in Motorcycle Mechanical 
Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR30816 

23 43 592 

AUR30911  Certificate III in Motorsport 
Superseded by AUR30912 

0 164 0 

AUR30912  Certificate III in Motorsport Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR30916 

8 121 85 

AUR31311  Certificate III in Automotive Engine 
Reconditioning 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR31312 

0* 30 7 

AUR31312  Certificate III in Automotive Engine 
Reconditioning 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR31316 

5 30 66 

AUR31612  Certificate III in Automotive Drivetrain 
Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR31616 

6 30 18 

AUR32012  Certificate III in Automotive Alternative 
Fuel Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR32016 

4 40 54 

AUR32512  Certificate III in Automotive Underbody 
Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR32516 

20 37 152 

AUR40312  Certificate IV in Motorsport Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR40316 

4 40 22 

AUR40412  Certificate IV in Automotive Performance 
Enhancement 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR40416 

3 39 34 

AUR50316 Diploma of Motor Sport Technology 1 20 N/A 
Automotive mechanical heavy sector 
AUR30412  Certificate III in Agricultural Mechanical 

Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR30416 

20 60 547 

AUR31212  Certificate III in Mobile Plant Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR31216 

36 64 2362 

AUR31412  Certificate III in Automotive Diesel Fuel 
Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR31416 

10 28 27 

AUR31512  Certificate III in Automotive Diesel 
Engine Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR31516 

17 36 409 

AUR31712  Certificate III in Forklift Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR31716 

6 87 37 
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AUR31812  Certificate III in Heavy Commercial 
Trailer Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR31816 

9 37 21 

AUR31912  Certificate III in Elevating Work Platform 
Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR31916 

4 70 18 

AUR31112  Certificate III in Heavy Commercial 
Vehicle Mechanical Technology 
Superseded by AUR31114 

0* 56 3904 

AUR31114  Certificate III in Heavy Commercial 
Vehicle Mechanical Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR31116 

48 60 969 

AUR32613  Certificate III in Automotive Tyre 
Management 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR32616 

1 44 0 

AUR30605  Certificate III in Automotive Specialist 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR30611 

0* 219 20 

AUR30611  Certificate III in Automotive Specialist 
Superseded by various qualifications 

0* 224 6 

Automotive vehicle body repair sector 
AUR20905  Certificate II in Automotive Vehicle Body 

Superseded by AUR20912 
0* 154 8 

AUR20912  Certificate II in Automotive Body Repair 
Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR20916 

28 58 715 

AUR32212  Certificate III in Automotive Glazing 
Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR32216 

6 41 231 

AUR32312  Certificate III in Automotive and Marine 
Trimming Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR32316 

3 34 102 

AUR30805  Certificate III in Automotive Vehicle 
Body 
Superseded by various qualifications 

0* 156 272 

AUR32112  Certificate III in Automotive Body Repair 
Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR32116 

32 61 1674 

AUR32412  Certificate III in Automotive Refinishing 
Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR32416 

29 37 1530 

AUR40511  Certificate IV in Vehicle Loss Assessing 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR40512 

0 25 0 

AUR40512  Certificate IV in Vehicle Loss Assessing 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR40514 

0* 25 176 

AUR40514  Certificate IV in Vehicle Loss Assessing 2 25  14 
AUR40712  Certificate IV in Automotive Body Repair 

Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR40716 

5 24 3 

Automotive electrical sector 
AUR20212 Certificate II in Automotive Air 

Conditioning Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR20216 

56 21 2335 

AUR20408 Certificate II in Automotive Electrical 
Technology 
Superseded by AUR20412 

0 85 0 

AUR20412 Certificate II in Automotive Electrical 
Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR20416 

25 51 314 

AUR30308  Certificate III in Automotive Electrical 
Technology 
Superseded by AUR30312 

0* 224 109 

AUR30312  Certificate III in Automotive Electrical 
Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR30316 

48 90 2379 

AUR40612  Certificate IV in Automotive Electrical 5 47 36 
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Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR40616 

Bicycle sector 
AUR20311 Certificate II in Bicycles 

Superseded by AUR20312 
0 81 0 

AUR20312 Certificate II in Bicycle Mechanical 
Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR20316 

6 44 48 

AUR30205  Certificate III in Bicycles 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR30211 

0 71 0 

AUR30211  Certificate III in Bicycles 
Superseded by AUR30212 

0 88 0 

AUR30212  Certificate III in Bicycle Workshop 
Operations 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR30216 

5 62 64 

Marine sector 
AUR20611  Certificate II in Marine 

Superseded by AUR20612 
0 132 0 

AUR20612  Certificate II in Marine Mechanical 
Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR20616 

2 50 12 

AUR30505  Certificate III in Marine 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR30511 

0* 241 7 

AUR30511  Certificate III in Marine 
Superseded by AUR30512 

0* 136 13 

AUR30512 Certificate III in Marine Mechanical 
Technology 
Superseded by AUR30514 

0* 81 209 

AUR30514  Certificate III in Marine Mechanical 
Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR30516 

9 83 78 

Cross-sector qualifications 
AUR10105  Certificate I in Automotive 

Superseded by AUR10112 
0* 57 57 

AUR10112 Certificate I in Automotive Vocational 
Preparation 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR10116 

52 34 1866 

AUR20505 Certificate II in Automotive Vehicle 
Servicing 
Superseded by AUR20512 

1 201 2 

AUR20512  Certificate II in Automotive Servicing 
Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR20516 

70 35 4444 

AUR20712  Certificate II in Automotive Vocational 
Preparation 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR20716 

59 74 7186 

AUR40212  Certificate IV in Automotive Mechanical 
Diagnosis 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR40216 

50 52 1407 

AUR40812  Certificate IV in Automotive Mechanical 
Overhauling 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR40816 

10 34 75 

AUR40205  Certificate IV in Automotive Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR40208 

0* N/A 9 

AUR40208  Certificate IV in Automotive Technology 
Superseded by various qualifications 

0* 291 23 

AUR50205  Diploma of Automotive Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR50212 

0* 47 50 

AUR50212  Diploma of Automotive Technology 
Superseded by and equivalent to AUR50216 

27 47 636 

 
Source: National Centre For Vocational Education Research (2015) Total VET activity, enrolments and completions; Training.gov.au 
(2017) RTO Scope Search Reports 
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* Discrepancies between enrolment data and RTO listings results from the use of 2015 enrolment data and current training.gov.au RTO 
listings. 
Note: enrolments & completions in 2015. N/A indicates that no data was available on this qualification. In most cases data was not available 
because the qualification was introduced after Total VET activity reporting began.  
Note 2: RTOs with scope correct as of May 2017 and may be subject to change. 

Licencing, regulatory or industry standards issues 

Licencing and regulatory requirements in the automotive industry is high, with various federal and state 
stipulations. Given the diversity of activity undertaken in the industry, the regulatory and licencing 
requirements for each sector vary significantly. Table 3 identifies relevant sector regulation and occupational 
licencing for each sector, as outlined in the previous Industry Skills Council’s 4-Year Work Plans. 

Table 3: Licence and regulatory requirements 

Requirement Sectors affected  

Sector regulation  

Australian Design Rules 

Bicycle, automotive electrical, vehicle body repair, 
manufacturing (bus, truck, trailer), manufacturing 

(passenger vehicle), marine, mechanical heavy vehicle, 
mechanical and specialisation     

Manufacturer specifications 
Bicycle, automotive electrical, vehicle body repair, 
marine, mechanical heavy vehicle, mechanical and 

specialisation, outdoor power equipment     
VSB6 National Code of Practice: Heavy Vehicle 
Modifications (can apply in conjunction with or 
instead of manufacturer specifications) 

Automotive electrical, vehicle body repair, mechanical 
heavy vehicle, mechanical and specialisation   

European Standard EN15194 Bicycle  

Heavy Vehicle National Law (note: WA and NT 
regulate at state level) 

Automotive electrical, mechanical heavy vehicle, 
mechanical and specialisation   

National Vehicle Safety Standards 
Harmonisation (stemming from the World 
Forum for Harmonisation of Vehicle 
Regulations) 

Automotive electrical, vehicle body repair, manufacturing 
(bus, truck, trailer), manufacturing (passenger vehicle), 

mechanical heavy vehicle, mechanical and specialisation  

Industry standards regarding Trans-Tasman 
employee mobility and market expectations Vehicle body repair 

Relevant state/territory: Motor vehicle trading 
licences Sales, parts, administration and management 

NSW/WA requirements: motor vehicle repair 
business licence 

Automotive electrical, vehicle body repair, mechanical 
heavy vehicle, mechanical and specialisation, sales, parts, 

administration and management 
Occupational licencing  
NSW licencing requirements: Tradesperson 
certificate required to work in a licenced 
business 

Automotive electrical, vehicle body repair, mechanical 
heavy vehicle, mechanical and specialisation 

WA licencing requirements: Motor vehicle 
repairer’s certificate required to undertake 
certain activities 

Automotive electrical, vehicle body repair, mechanical 
heavy vehicle, mechanical and specialisation   

National licencing requirements: Work on air 
conditioning systems  

Automotive electrical, vehicle body repair, marine, 
mechanical heavy vehicle, mechanical and specialisation  

Relevant state/territory licencing requirements: 
Work on compressed natural gas, liquefied 
natural gas, or liquefied petroleum gas fuel 
systems 

Automotive electrical, vehicle body repair, marine, 
mechanical heavy vehicle, mechanical and specialisation  

Relevant state/territory licencing requirements: 
restricted electrical licencing requirements Mechanical heavy vehicle  
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Requirement Sectors affected  

Electrical equipment checking and tagging: 
AS/NZS3760 Outdoor power equipment 

Relevant state/territory requirements: vehicle 
salespersons licence Sales, parts, administration and management 

Challenges and opportunities 
The views of businesses, learners and other key stakeholders in the automotive industry are critical to the SSO 
and IRCs understanding of skills needs in the workforce. The approach to the Proposed Schedule of Work is 
centred on this feedback and their views of the challenges and opportunities in their sector. Table 4 highlights 
some of the key stakeholders relevant to the industry, as identified in the previous 4-Year Work Plans. 

Table 4: Stakeholders in the automotive industry  

Stakeholder groups Key stakeholders 
National peak bodies • Bicycle Industry Association 

• Cycling Australia 
• Australian Maritime Safety Authority 
• Boating Industry Alliance of Australia 
• Australian Automotive Aftermarket Association 
• Australian Refrigeration Council 
• Auto Parts Recycler Association 
• Auto Recyclers Association of Australia 
• Automotive Air Conditioning, Electrical and Cooling Technicians of Australasia  
• Heavy Vehicle Industry Australia 
• Institute of Automotive Mechanical Engineers  
• Motor Trades Association of Australia 
• Society of Automotive Engineers 
• Outdoor Power Equipment Association 
• Australian Motor Body Repairers Association 
• Australian Progressive Repairers Association 
• Australian Refrigeration Council 
• Institute of Accident Assessors  
• Bus Industry Confederation 
• Truck Industry Council 
• Australian Chamber of Commerce & Industry  
• Australian Industry Group 
• Australian Manufacturing Workers’ Union 
• Federation of Automotive Parts Manufacturers  
• Association of Australasian Diesel Specialists 
• Australian Tyre Dealers Association 
• Federal Chamber of Automotive Industries 
• Australian Association of Progressive Repairers 
• Commercial Vehicle Industry Association of Australia 
• National Heavy Vehicle Regulator 
• Construction and Mining Equipment Industry Group 

State peak bodies New South Wales • Cycling New South Wales 
• Boating Industry Association of NSW 
• Motor Traders’ Association of New South Wales 

Victoria • Cycling Victoria 
• Boating Industry Association of Victoria 
• Victorian Automobile Chamber of Commerce 

Queensland • Cycling Queensland 
• Marine Queensland 
• Motor Trades Association of Queensland 
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Western Australia • Cycling Western Australia 
• Boating Industry Association of WA 
• Motor Trades Association of Western Australia  

South Australia • Cycling South Australia 
• Boating Industry Association of SA 
• Motor Trade Association of South Australia 

Tasmania • Cycling Tasmania 
• Tasmanian Automobile Chamber of Commerce 

Australian Capital 
Territory 

• Cycling ACT 
• Motor Trades Association of ACT 

Northern Territory • Cycling Northern Territory 
• Boating Industry Association of NT 
• Motor Traders’ Association of the Northern Territory 

Other key industry 
stakeholders 

• Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
• Australian Industry Group 
• Business Council of Australia 
• Automotive Training Board of New South Wales 
• Industry Skills Advisory Council NT 
• Utilities, Engineering, Electrical and Automotive Training Council (Western 

Australia) 
• Institute of Automotive Mechanical Engineers 

Registered Training 
Organisations (RTOs) 

• Enterprise RTOs 
• Private and community RTOs 
• Secondary schools (not all provide training) 
• Technical and Further Education institutions (TAFEs) 
• Universities (not all provide training) 

Learners • Domestic learners 
• International learners 

These initial views are drawn from brief consultation with the IRCs, desktop research and the previous Industry 
Skills Council’s 4-Year Work Plans. The views presented below will be verified and expanded upon through 
wide consultation with the IRCs, industry, employers and learners in PwC’s Skills for Australia’s ongoing 
Training Product development work.  

Employer challenges and opportunities 
Drawing from research and consultation conducted by the previous Industry Skills Council and outlined in the 
4-Year Work Plans, there are two key messages: 

• Skills relating to emerging technologies are in high demand. 

• Skilled worker shortages exist across a number of sectors. 

PwC’s Skills for Australia intends on engaging with businesses within the industry for further clarification and 
information regarding employer challenges and opportunities.  

Skills relating to emerging technologies are in high demand 

The automotive industry is changing due to the proliferation of new technologies. Emerging technologies that 
are impacting the industry include areas such as: design changes; intelligent systems; computerised 
controls/systems; material sophistication; service and repair technologies; and battery electric/hybrid 
alternatives. These technological innovations are changing vehicle compositions, the way automotive services 
are delivered and the requirements placed on the industry to meet consumer needs. These changes are placing 
pressures on the automotive industry to provide suitably trained and experienced workers to engage with the 
technology, particularly in the service and repair stage of the supply chain.  

Sectors of the automotive industry that are in demand of technologically proficient workers include: 
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• Bicycle – increasingly technologically advanced bicycles, including motored bikes, necessitate 
technicians that can engage with the technology. 

• Automotive electrical – hybrid and battery electric vehicles require servicing and repair from 
workers with increased skills. Emerging technology and the manner in which it is integrated in new 
vehicles is also leading to the merging of some trades, such as mechanical/electrical technician. 

• Mechanical heavy vehicle – technologically sophisticated vehicles and machinery require higher 
level skills, particularly in regards to diagnostic and electrical repair capabilities. 

• Mechanical and specialisation – technological skill demand stemming from merging of electrical 
and mechanical technologies, as well as diesel powered, battery electric and hybrid vehicles. 

• Outdoor power equipment – equipment is increasingly complex with new technology, thereby 
necessitating enhanced technological skills for diagnosis and repair. 

In this environment, the AUM and AUR Training Packages will play a critical role in ensuring that learners are 
gaining access to the technological skills they need to meet this demand and assist the automotive industry to 
develop alongside technological advances. 

Skilled worker shortages exist across a number of sectors 

Across the automotive industry, a number of sectors are facing skills shortages, resulting in businesses being 
unable to find sufficient numbers of qualified workers. Amongst other things, this can lead to delays in service 
and workflow disruptions. Advice from IRC Members is that skill shortages are the result of the advancement of 
technology that requires students with better STEM skills, however, this is not the perception held by schools 
and the community and lower STEM skilled candidates are steered into the industry. Additionally, training 
providers struggle to stay abreast of new technology, in regards to both teacher capability and learning 
resources. Finally, there is a perception that wages in the industry are low. IRC testimony suggests that this is 
an issue of perception, rather than fact, as minimum employment conditions are consistent with equivalent 
trades, however, the perception remains. PwC’s Skills for Australia will consult further with industry to better 
understand and assess these core drivers.  
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Learner challenges and opportunities 
To give learners the best possible opportunity to gain fulfilling jobs, and to help Australia to succeed, it is 
important to understand the outcomes learners receive from training. The IRCs and SSO need to understand 
which aspects of training are serving them well and which aspects can be improved. 

It is first useful to understand learners and graduates in the AUR and AUM Training Packages. A typical learner 
enrolled in the AUR and AUM Training Package is: 

• Predominantly male. Male learners account for 95 per cent of enrolees in the AUM and AUR 
Training Packages, compared to 52 per cent across all Training Packages.28 

• Young. Learners 24 years of age and under account for 70 per cent of enrolees in the AUM and AUR 
Training Packages, compared to 46 per cent under 24 across all Training Packages.29    

• Learning in eastern Australian states. 68 per cent of learners in the AUM and AUR Training 
Packages reside in New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland – New South Wales being the most 
populous of the three states. Enrolments in the AUM Training Package are heavily weighted towards 
Victoria, with 45 per cent of AUM learners residing in Victoria, 22 per cent in Western Australia, 17 per 
cent in New South Wales and 14 per cent in Queensland.30  

• An early school leaver. 34 per cent of learners enrolled in the AUR and AUM Training Packages 
have year 12 as the highest level of school completed. 58 per cent of AUM and AUR learners did not 
attend school or completed year 11 or lower. These figures are broadly representative of all Training 
Package learners in which 44 per cent have completed year 12 and 45 per cent did not attend school or 
completed year 11 or lower.31  

A typical graduate from the AUM Training Package is:32 

• Employed after training. 93.1 per cent of government-funded AUM graduates are employed after 
training compared to 74.6 per cent from all government-funded graduates employed full time after 
training.33 

• Employed in manufacturing. 79.6 per cent of AUM graduates are employed in manufacturing after 
training.34 

• Earning less than the average VET graduate.35 The median salary of AUM graduates employed 
full-time after training is $40,700, compared to a median salary of $52,000 (government-funded) from 
all government-funded graduates employed full-time after training.36 

A typical graduate from the AUR Training Package is:37 

• Employed after training. 86.5 per cent of total VET graduates from the AUR Training Package were 
employed after training as compared to 77.6 per cent of graduates across the VET sector.38 

                                                                            

 
28  National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2016), TVA Program Enrolments 2015 
29  National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2016), TVA Program Enrolments 2015 
30  National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2016), TVA Program Enrolments 2015 
31  National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2016), TVA Program Enrolments 2015 
32  Note: all AUM data is government-funded graduate outcome based, Total VET data was not available 
33  National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2016), Employment outcomes after training: Government-funded graduate outcomes 
34  National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2016), Employment outcomes after training: Government-funded graduate outcomes 
35  Note: wages data is included to provide insight into the industry and the working environment. However, as noted in testimony from IRC Members, caution 

should be taken when engaging with wages data as wages are not the most significant factor in industry attraction and retention of workers. 
36  National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2016), Employment outcomes after training: Government-funded graduate outcomes 
37  Note: all AUR data is Total VET graduate outcomes based  
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• Engaged in training relevant to their job. Of those employed after training, 87.8 per cent of total 
VET AUR graduates said that their training was relevant to their job. This is higher than the 78 per cent 
of all VET graduates employed after training who reported that their training was relevant to their 
job.39 

• Earning less than the average VET graduate.40 The median salary of total VET AUR graduates 
employed full-time after training is $52,100, compared to a median salary of $56,000 from workers 
employed full-time after training across all VET graduates.41 

While data on learner outcomes is limited, one source, the NCVER survey data from learners who have recently 
completed an AUR qualification, gives us evidence on AUR learner outcomes (data for AUM learners was not 
available for this analysis): 

• AUR learners graduate with knowledge and capabilities that make them employable. 

• Few AUR learners feel the need to engage in further training.  

AUR learners are graduating with knowledge and capabilities that make them employable 

AUR learners complete training equipped with capabilities that make them attractive in the job market. This is 
represented by 86.5 per cent of AUR graduates being employed after training, with 78.8 per cent employed full 
time.42 Skills that AUR graduates attain are also transferrable between related occupations and sub-sectors. 
Hence, the finding that less than half of surveyed graduates were employed in the occupation that mapped to 
their training likely reflects the mobility of graduates between related occupations and sub-sectors, and the 
limitations associated with the one-to-one mapping of qualifications, rather than poor employment outcomes. 
This limitation is illustrated by the fact that an automotive technician moving from an independent mechanical 
repair workshop to a dealership workshop, changes industries and may therefore not be recorded as in a related 
job or industry.  

Few AUR learners engage in further training 

AUR graduates do not tend to go on and do further study after training, with only 23.6 per cent undertaking 
further study.43 It is conceivable this has a correlation with learner satisfaction with AUR training being 89.0 
per cent and employment after training being 86.5 per cent. These figures indicate that learners are satisfied 
with the training they receive and their ability to gain employment and thus do not seek to further engage in 
study. These figures may change in years to come with an emphasis on upskilling to cater for new technologies.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

 
38  National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2016), Employment outcomes after training: Total VET graduate outcomes 
39  National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2016), Employment outcomes after training: Total VET graduate outcomes 
40  Note: wages data is included to provide insight into the industry and the working environment. However, as noted in testimony from IRC Members, caution 

should be taken when engaging with wages data as wages are not the most significant factor in industry attraction and retention of workers. 
41  National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2016), Employment outcomes after training: Total VET graduate outcomes 
42  National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2016), Total VET graduate outcomes information 
43  National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2016), Total VET graduate outcomes information  
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C. Employment 
The purpose of this section is to provide a broad overview of the magnitude and growth of employment in the 
automotive industry, and to discuss the factors which are likely to influence the supply of graduates to fill 
positions in the sector. It provides context for the detailed analysis of trends influencing the industry in Section 
D. In the 2016 4-Year Work Plans developed by the previous Industry Skills Council, data was provided by the 
Department. Similar data will not be provided for the development of the current Industry Skills Forecast and 
Proposed Schedule of Work, however, when it is, this section will be updated.  

Occupational employment outlook 
Employment at the occupational level is standardised as defined by ANZSCO.44 Viewing the automotive 
industry as a set of related occupations serviced by the Training Packages is more consistent with both the view 
of employers and the definitions used in this Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work. The 
automotive industry, as defined by the occupations related to the Training Packages, collectively employ a 
significant number of Australians. 

Since the analysis of employment by occupations is complicated by the need to refer to a large number of 
occupations, which may be quite different in nature, the analysis in Figure 5 is focused on a categorisation of 
occupations. However, it should be noted that, as the classifications adopted are broad, it may be the case that 
some workers have been trained in other Training Packages. 

Figure 5: Number of people (in thousands) employed in various automotive occupations in 2015 

 

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics. (2016) 6291.0.55.003 - EQ08 - Employed persons by Occupation unit group of main job (ANZSCO), 
Sex, State and Territory, August 1986 onwards.  
Note: Employment data is based on NCVER mapping of AUR and AUM qualifications to ANZSCO classifications. PwC’s Skills for Australia 
notes that NCVER is currently working to improve the accuracy of this mapping. 
 

                                                                            

 
44 Australian Bureau of Statistics (2006), Australian and New Zealand Standard Classification of Occupations Cat. No. 1220.0 (2006) 
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Sector employment 
 
Given the breadth of the automotive industry, it is relevant to consider employment trends and subsequent 
learner opportunities in each of the individual sectors. The qualitative discussions below draw on information 
in the 2016 4-Year Work Plans developed by the previous Industry Skills Council. These Work Plans were based 
on data and information supplied by the Department. Upon receiving updated data as part of the development 
of the 2018 ISFPSW, PwC’s Skills for Australia will validate the analysis and insights. 

• Marine – the marine sector is forecast to see employment growth in the next few years, particularly in 
the number of marine technicians. Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria – states that already 
have a strong sector presence – are projected to account for a significant portion marine technician 
growth.  

• Bicycle –there is a shortage of skilled bicycle technicians within the bicycle sector. The shortage 
presents as a challenge to the sector as it constrains the capacity of businesses to meet demand. The 
shortage of bicycle technicians is projected to continue over the medium-short term. 

• Vehicle body repair – two occupations in the sector are facing skill shortages: vehicle body repair 
technicians and vehicle refinishing technicians. These shortages are expected to persist over the 
medium to long-term, exacerbated by industry growth. New South Wales, the Australian Capital 
Territory, Victoria and Western Australia are projected to have the greatest skills shortage. 

• Manufacturing (bus, truck and trailer) – no labour shortages forecast with employment in the 
sector expected to remain stable. This is despite the challenges facing the industry, such as import 
penetration, decreased economic activity and supply uncertainty.  

• Manufacturing (passenger vehicle) – the sector is not forecast to have any labour shortages. This 
stems from the closure of local passenger vehicle manufacturing by the 3 primary manufacturers, Ford, 
GM Holden and Toyota, by the end of 2017. There are programs underway to assist employees that will 
be affected by these closures to transition into new employment opportunities. For example, Victoria’s 
Automotive Transition Plan, which includes $8.4 million in funding for the South-East Automotive 
Transition (SEAT) Skills Program to provide workers with support to develop new skills, engage in 
training and undertake job searches in the city’s south-east.45 

• Outdoor power equipment – there are skilled labour shortages within the outdoor power 
equipment sector. These shortages are prominent for high level technicians and entry level 
apprentices, with most shortages occurring in New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland. Shortages 
within the sector are compounded by a number of factors. First, comparatively low wages within the 
sector have led to employee churn, with technicians moving places of work to gain greater economic 
return. This has particularly been evident in Queensland, with technicians gravitating towards higher 
paying occupations in the mining sector.46 Secondly, evidence suggests the sector struggles to attract 
new entrants due to the sector’s lower wages. Thus, skill shortages are not filled. It is likely that, unless 
addressed, the skill shortages will persist in the sector due to the ageing demographic of the workforce.  

• Sales, parts, administration and management – two skilled occupations within the sector are in 
shortage: motor vehicle parts interpreters, and motor vehicle salespersons. It is projected that the 
shortages for motor vehicle parts interpreters are spread between New South Wales, the Australian 
Capital Territory, Victoria, Queensland, South Australia and Western Australia, whilst motor vehicle 
sales person shortages are largely in New South Wales, the Australian Capital Territory and 
Queensland.  

                                                                            

 
45  Victorian Government (2017), Victoria’s Automotive Transition Plan 
46  This analysis is sourced from Auto Skills Australia, Outdoor Power Equipment Sector Industry Reference Committee Four Year Work Plan: 2016-2020. 

The SSO will continue to work with the IRCs and industry to review this analysis. 
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• Mechanical and specialisation – there is currently a shortage of light vehicle mechanical 
technicians and motorcycle repair technicians within the sector. Skills that are in demand include: 
diagnostics; engine reconditioning; drivetrain, driveline, and underbody repair; braking and cooling 
system service and repair; exhaust, steering and suspension system repair; tyre servicing; and vehicle 
performance enhancement. Forecasts over the medium term indicate that demand for these skills is 
likely to increase. This could result in a worsening skill shortage in these fields if the requisite skilled 
labour is not found, or employment growth if skilled workers are available.  

• Heavy vehicle – employment in the heavy vehicle sector has grown over the past 5 years and, based 
on industry forecasts, employment growth is expected to continue through to 2019/20. However, 
currently there is a shortage of heavy vehicle technicians within the sector, largely in the heavy 
commercial vehicle sector.  

• Automotive electrical – the electrical sector is projected to see employment growth for automotive 
electrical technicians across Australia from 2016-20, particularly in New South Wales, the Australian 
Capital Territory, Queensland, Victoria and Western Australia. Analysis, however, indicates that there 
is an existing shortage for this occupation.  

Supply side challenges and opportunities 
An important consideration in determining the magnitude and growth of employment in the automotive 
industry is the supply of graduates trained for work in the sector. To gain a full understanding of how 
employment demand will be met requires an understanding of the factors which are likely to influence the 
decisions of learners to enrol in training and then enter the workforce. 

Table 5 lists some of the factors which may influence the decision of workers to undertake training and enter 
the workforce. These listed influences may not be applicable to every occupation but rather are only applicable 
to the average of all Automotive Manufacturing and Automotive Retail, Service and Repair Training Package 
learners. Not all occupation and education decisions are made on a rational basis and it can be inherently 
difficult for an individual to weigh up these long term factors. Emotion and perception are likely to play a large 
part in the career decisions of workers, rather than explicit analysis of the factors listed in Table 5.47 

Table 5: Supply side influences – challenges and opportunities  

Supply side 
influence 

Details 

Lateral movement The automotive industry is increasingly supporting labour movement. The 
departure of local passenger vehicle manufacturers and technological advances are 
key factors that are putting pressures on businesses and driving structural changes 
within the industry. There is an increased focus on cross-sector employment, critical 
for new entrants, as well as skilled workers transitioning in their careers. An 
adaptable workforce will enable the industry to continue to evolve and take 
advantage of the changing environment. 

Lateral movement within the industry is an opportunity to attract new entrants 
who want flexible career options. 

Job stability Work in the automotive industry tends to be full or part time. 93.1 per cent of 
government-funded AUM graduates are employed after training compared to 74.6 
per cent from all government-funded graduates employed full time after training.48 
Similarly, 86.5 per cent of total VET graduates from the AUR Training Package were 
employed after training as compared to 77.6 per cent of graduates across the VET 
sector.49 

                                                                            

 
47  Jim Bright, Robert Pryor, Sharon Wilkenfeld, & Joanna Earl (2005) - The Role of Social Context and Serendipitous Events in Career Decision Making- 

International Journal for Educational and Vocational Guidance Vol 5 (1): 19-36 
48  National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2015), Employment outcomes after training: Government-funded graduate outcomes 
49  National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2015), Employment outcomes after training: Total VET graduate outcomes 
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Stable employment provides an opportunity to attract quality workers to the 
industry. 

Wages The median income of graduate workers in the automotive industry is below median 
wage for the average VET graduate. The median salary of AUM graduates50 
employed full-time after training is $40,700 (government-funded), compared to a 
median salary of $52,000 from all government-funded graduates employed full-
time after training.51 Similarly, the median salary of total VET AUR graduates 
employed full-time after training is $52,100, compared to a median salary of 
$56,000 from workers employed full-time after training across all VET graduates.52 
Low wages can present a challenge for some sectors in the industry as new 
entrants or graduates may be deterred from participation. However, this data is 
representative of new entrants to the automotive industry and may not be 
applicable as an individual’s career progresses. As IRC testimony highlighted, wages 
are not likely to be the primary factor in attraction and retention within the 
industry. 

The following section analyses the trends affecting these potential workers and how training can ensure this 
supply of workers is skilled correctly to meet future demand. 

                                                                            

 
50  Note: data refers to government-funded graduate outcomes, not total VET graduate outcomes 
51  National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2015), Employment outcomes after training: Government-funded graduate outcomes 
52  National Centre for Vocational Education Research (2015), Employment outcomes after training: Total VET graduate outcomes 
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D. Skills outlook 
Understanding the global and domestic forces driving change in the Australian job market is crucial to 
workforce planning and, therefore, a critical step in mapping the skills that should be prioritised in the 
automotive industry.  

Global and domestic environment 
Australia has enjoyed nearly 24 years of solid economic growth at an average annual growth rate of 3.3 per cent, 
above the G7 average of 1.6 per cent in the same period.53 Over this time, Australia has capitalised on emerging 
market growth from China and India and remained partially sheltered from the decline in developed countries 
following the aftermath of the global financial crisis. Australia now faces challenges in maintaining this level of 
growth, with slow wage growth threatening living standards. To overcome these challenges, Australia needs a 
flexible and skilled labour force ready to adapt to changes in the market. Within this environment of change, the 
automotive industry is being forced to transition and adapt to new market demands. This will see significant 
changes to the industry, including the future of Australia’s local vehicle manufacturing sector. However, with 
increasing vehicle numbers on Australian roads, emerging technology and changing consumer demands, 
growth in the industry is expected – provided the VET sector is ready and flexible enough to provide learners 
with skills needed to excel in the automotive industry.    

Trends shaping the sector 
This section outlines four key trends shaping the automotive workforce over the medium to long term. These 
trends draw on the discussion in the previous Industry Skills Council’s 4-Year Work Plans, however, emphasis 
is placed on trends that relate to the industry as a whole, rather than for individual sectors. 

 

The automotive industry is in a state of transition. The industry faces challenges from emerging technologies, 
changing consumer preferences, increasingly complex regulatory environments and structural changes within 
the manufacturing sector. However, in the midst of these challenges, the industry will be exposed to new 
opportunities in a range of sectors. For example, the increasing number of vehicles on Australian roads (see 
Figure 6) will increase the demand for automotive services; technology changes will grow the need for 
experienced workers in certain sectors; and the changing structure of Australia’s economy will drive the need 
for certain vehicles, parts, equipment and skills. Capitalisation on these opportunities will require the 
attainment of new skills, such as technicians with the skills to repair and service technologically advanced 
automotive vehicles and products, and will thus present AUM and AUR graduates with new opportunities. The 
AUR and AUM Training Packages will play an important role in enabling VET learners to upskill or gain niche 
skills to successfully navigate this challenging environment and make the most of opportunities arising from 

                                                                            

 
53 Australian Bureau of Statistics (December 2016) National Accounts: National Income, Expenditure and Product, cat. No. 5206.0, Table 1; OECD (2016) 

Economic Outlook: Statistics and Projections, Real GDP forecast, annual growth rate 1992-2015 
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growth sectors. However, given the breadth of the industry and the range of sectors that are encompassed 
within it, not all trends apply equally to the sectors.  

1. Technological change  

Technological change is a major source of both disruption and opportunity in the automotive industry. 
Technological innovations are changing vehicle compositions, the way automotive services are delivered and 
the requirements placed on the industry to meet consumer needs. The interconnectedness of the industry 
means that a technological change in one sector will likely have a concurrent impact on another area. For 
example, the increasing use of battery electric and hybrid technologies in vehicles has led to a change in service 
and repair skills further down the supply chain.  

The automotive industry is faced with the challenge of staying in line with new technology that is emerging in 
the market, as well as providing technicians that are trained to cater for these products. Table 6 summarises 
some of the technological innovations in the sectors relevant to AUR and AUM graduates.  

Table 6: Technological changes by sector  

Sector Examples of technological change 
Manufacturing (bus, 
truck and trailer) 

• Changes in materials (movement towards lightweight) have necessitated 
different production methods and technologies. 

Bicycle • Introduction of technologies that are incorporated into bicycle design – for 
example, wireless gear shifting.  

• Emergence of electric bicycles that are designed to include batteries. 
• Technological advances in the service and repair of bicycles – for example, 

stress detection technologies that employ thermal scanning. 
Marine • Increasing engine and equipment technology advances. For example, cable 

less throttle systems. 

Outdoor power 
equipment 

• Battery capability enhancement stemming from battery technology 
evolution. 

• Environmental and emissions regulations are leading to the development 
of technologies that require more advanced service and repair skills, as 
seen with fuel injection technologies. 

Automotive electrical • Evolution of hybrid and battery electric vehicle technology has led to a 
growth in the number of these vehicles on Australian roads. This has led to 
a greater need for specialised automotive electrical services. 

Vehicle body repair • As a consequence of improved technologies in modern vehicles, vehicle 
body repair technology has seen commensurate advancement. An example 
of this is plastic heat welding. 

Mechanical heavy 
vehicle 
 

• Advances in repair technologies, for example, autonomous and semi-
autonomous guidance systems such as self-steering. 

• Additional safety requirements are necessary due to the increased hazard 
of engaging in work on hybrid electric componentry.  

Sales, parts, 
administration and 
management 

• Computerised systems for inventory management, sales processing, and 
expenditure information. 

• Online avenues used for advertising and marketing.  
• Corporate website development.  

Mechanical and 
specialisation 

• New technologies in modern vehicles complicate the service and repair of 
vehicles.  

Whilst technological advances are a driving force behind significant changes in the automotive industry, these 
innovations present exciting opportunities for new businesses and roles in the industry. For example, as most of 
the technologies are new and are thereby unfamiliar to participants in the industry, independent operators have 
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the opportunity to invest in equipment and training so as to effectively compete with larger dealerships. 
Similarly, automotive industry workers have the opportunity to re-skill and up-skill to cater for technological 
advances. This creates workers that have a broader skill base and, given the universal nature of technological 
innovation, will allow industry workers to transition out of the industry with transferable and employable skills. 

What does this mean for the automotive workforce? 

Job demand 

• Increased demand for service and repair technicians that have the skills to work 
with new vehicles and tools that have adopted new technologies.  

• Increased jobs to support growing automotive electrical sector to cater for battery 
electric and hybrid vehicles and components.  

• Demand for bicycle master technicians that can engage with and diagnose 
technologically advanced bikes in the bicycle sector. 

• Demand for dual mechanical/electrical technicians stemming from recent 
integration and cross-over of mechanical and electrical 
requirements/components in vehicles. 

• Demand for outdoor power equipment master technicians to diagnose and repair 
equipment that is increasingly complex with additional technologies. 

Skills needs 

• Digital literacy for those working with computerised systems – such as workers 
in sales, parts, administration and marketing. 

• Electrical skills will be needed due to growth in battery electric and hybrid 
vehicle components.  

• Higher level skills and strong technical skills to enable workers to engage with 
emerging technologies. 

• Ability to understand and embrace new technologies and ways of working in a 
changing environment.   

• Proficiency in health and safety requirements for new tools and technologies – 
for example, high voltages associated with electrical equipment.  

 
2. Structural change to the automotive industry  
The changing landscape of the Australian economy is putting pressure on businesses in the automotive 
industry. The implication of these business pressures are changes to the structure of the industry, as businesses 
seek to remain competitive and meet consumer needs.  

Key business pressures that are driving structural change in the industry include:  

• Increased import penetration – the automotive industry continues to be affected by the import 
market, with import penetration playing a primary role in the decline of local manufacturing 
operations. Following the exit of locally manufactured passenger vehicles, imports will play a central 
role in the Australian market. Moreover, whilst bus, truck and trailer manufacturing is set to continue 
in Australia, the import of fully built buses continues. Given the low cost of imported vehicles and 
confined Australian market, this effects the sector. Foreign markets and imports present an issue for 
other sectors within the industry that purchase parts manufactured overseas. With the fall of the 
Australian dollar, purchasing internationally manufactured parts puts cost pressures on the business, 
which must absorb the cost difference to retain competitiveness.  

• Increased business costs – the costs of operating in the automotive industry can be high. This issue 
is likely exacerbated by rapid technological change which forces businesses to invest in new equipment 
and facilities in order to maintain offerings. Businesses that do not have sufficient capital to make such 
an investment cannot engage in industry activities to the same capacity and typically undertake minor 
damage work. 
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• Varying industry demand – there are interdependencies between industries in the Australian 
economy. This is reflected in the automotive industry, which saw growth in the need for bus, truck and 
trailer services stemming from the advances in the mining, agricultural, construction and retail 
industries. Given the uncertain future of the mining industry in Australia, there is the potential for flow 
on effects to be felt by the automotive industry. This may, however, be offset by continued growth in 
road freight and expenditure on public infrastructure.  

One of the primary structural changes resulting from economic influences impacting the industry, is the scaling 
back of passenger vehicle manufacturing operations in Australia. Toyota, GM Holden and Ford, the three 
passenger motor vehicle producers in Australia, are closing local manufacturing operations by the end of 2017. 
The ‘high cost of manufacturing, a highly competitive and fragmented domestic market and changing consumer 
preferences’ are commonly cited rationales for the departure.54 The departure of these three companies will 
significantly contract the automotive manufacturing industry in Australia, leaving the industry dominated by 
bus, truck and trailer manufacturing. Additionally, the closures will have flow on effects for other sectors within 
the automotive industry. For example, wholesalers that sell imported vehicles will be greatly benefited as 
consumers will no longer be able to purchase locally manufactured vehicles. Conversely, parts manufacturers 
and wholesalers may decline without demand from local manufacturers. 

What does this mean for the automotive workforce? 

Job demand 
• Decreased demand for passenger vehicle manufacturing workers. 

• Increased demand for technicians that can undertake various roles. For example, 
technicians with skills in automotive tyre fitting and wheel alignment. 

Skills needs 

• Strong foundation skills that facilitate worker and learner adaptability and 
flexibility to change sectors within the industry. The decline in passenger vehicle 
manufacturing employment will require workers to leave that field and attain 
employment in other areas of the automotive industry or in alternative 
industries. 

• Industry-wide skills to support labour mobility. 

• Management capabilities to complement the operation of businesses with varied 
structures.  

• Management skills for effective management of a mobile employment base. 

 

3. Consumer preferences 
Domestic households and businesses have always been significant purchasers of automotive vehicles and 
products, thus, the industry is subject to consumer demand trends. As the options grow in the automotive 
market, and for alternative modes of transport, consumers have greater choice and influence over how they 
spend their money in the sector. 

Consumer trends influencing the automotive industry include: 

• Environmental considerations – Australian society is becoming more environmentally conscious 
and this is impacting consumer engagement with the automotive industry. Consumers have the option 
to choose automotive vehicles and products that employ fuel alternatives, such as battery electric and 
hybrid cars. Additionally, bicycles present consumers with an automotive product that significantly 
reduces environmental impact.  

                                                                            

 
54  Department of Industry, Innovation and Science (2017), Industry: Automotive.  
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• Ageing population – The number of Australians over the age of 65 is projected to increase to 25 per 
cent of the population (approximately nine million people) by 2055.55 This ageing population has the 
capacity to drive strong growth for certain components of the automotive industry, notably, the marine 
sector. Known for its status as a common retirement location, Queensland has seen increases in 
businesses in marine sector of the automotive industry in recent years. 

• Discretionary income – Increases in real household discretionary income provide consumers with 
greater purchasing power to further engage with the industry through expenditure on new vehicles, 
non-essential items, services, upgrades, new parts and accessories for automotive products. This is 
demonstrated in Figure 6, which shows the increasing number of cars on Australian roads.  

• Technologically advanced vehicles – Vehicles with enhanced safety technology, such as rear view 
cameras, can lead to a decline in the number of vehicle accidents. This can effect areas of the 
automotive industry, such as the vehicle body repair sector, that are largely reliant on accidents to 
stimulate business.  

Figure 6: Total number of vehicles in Australia 

 

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 9309.0, Motor Vehicle Census, Australia, 31 Jan 2016 
 

                                                                            

 
55  Commonwealth Department of Treasury (2015), Intergenerational report – Australia in 2055 
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What does this mean for the automotive workforce? 

Job demand • Increased demand for customer centric roles, remote customer assistance with 
technologies, and managerial roles. 

Skills needs 

• Customer service skills to support customers and consumer preferences for 
automotive products. 

• Analytical skills and the ability to understand, clean and utilise data to give 
companies an understanding of their customers and provide them with a 
competitive edge to produce better, customised consumer products.  

 

4. Regulatory and policy environment 
The automotive industry operates in an environment of government and corporate policy and regulation. This 
policy and regulatory environment reflects a number of factors, including the competitive nature of the 
industry, the health and safety parameters required, environmental developments and federal and state law. 
This landscape can create difficulties for industry participants and businesses by making operations expensive 
and complicating requirements for industry engagement. Participants in the industry must continue to work 
within the confines of this landscape and adapt to new requirements.  

Key policies and regulations that affect the industry include: 

Federal and state regulation 

Sectors across the industry have traditionally faced high levels of regulation. Depending on the activities 
undertaken within the sector, the degree of regulation varies – see Table 3. Further, with the emergence of new 
technology, environmental standards, and health and safety requirements, there are additional regulations that 
businesses in the industry must comply with. Such compliance requirements can place cost pressures on 
businesses. This is seen in the vehicle body repair sector whereby capital investment is required to meet health 
and safety measures, such as fireproof storage facilities. 

Assistance 

Assistance for the automotive industry has typically been high and can come in a range of formats. A significant 
industry assistance package is the Automotive Transformation Scheme which was launched by the Australian 
Government to encourage competitive investment, innovation and economic sustainability in the Australian 
automotive industry’.56 The legislated entitlement scheme was established under the Automotive 
Transformation Scheme Act 2009 and will run from 2011-2020 and includes capped assistance of $2.5 billion 
and uncapped assistance of $337 million.57  

Additionally, the Federal Government announced in 2014 that it was establishing a Growth Fund to assist 
workers, businesses and regions in Victoria and South Australia affected by automotive manufacturing 
closures.58 The Federal Government initiated the Growth Fund and is contributing $101 million, with support 
from the Victorian and South Australian Governments, both of which are contributing $12 million, and Holden 
and Toyota, contributing $15 million each.59 A number of programmes within the Growth Fund are relevant the 
re-skilling of automotive manufacturing workers, and include:60 

                                                                            

 
56  Australian Government (2016), Factsheet: Automotive Transformation Scheme (ATS) 
57  Australian Government (2016), Automotive Transformation Scheme: Customer Guideline 1 – Introduction, p 5 
58  Australian Government (2014), $155 million to grow the jobs of tomorrow. For more information, see: 

<http://minister.industry.gov.au/ministers/macfarlane/media-releases/155-million-grow-jobs-tomorrow>  
59  Australian Government (2017), Growth Fund. For more information see: <https://www.business.gov.au/assistance/growth-fund>  
60  Australian Government (2014), $155 million to grow the jobs of tomorrow. For more information, see: 

<http://minister.industry.gov.au/ministers/macfarlane/media-releases/155-million-grow-jobs-tomorrow>  
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• Skills and Training Programme – $30 million programme enables workers in the sector to engage 
in training for new jobs whilst still employed, and provides assistance to have existing skills recognised.  

• Automotive Industry Structural Adjustment Programme - $15 million booster provided to the 
programme that provides assistance and career advice to automotive employees that have been 
retrenched. The programme provides assistance such as resume advice, interview skills and training to 
obtain licences. 

Emissions laws 

With recent government, social and economic focus on environmental issues, the automotive industry is 
increasingly engaging with vehicles, products and tools that are more environmentally friendly due to tighter 
emissions controls. This is evident in the outdoor power equipment sector which will be affected by the phasing 
out of two stroke power equipment. This change results from new emissions laws and will require workers in 
the sector to gain new skills. Similarly, stemming from environmental compliance regulations, new boats sold 
in Australia after July 2016 must comply with enhanced fuel system requirements. This will affect the marine 
sector, with workers now required to engage with new equipment. 

International agreements and regulations 

Events within the international arena can have flow on affects to the Australian automotive industry. For 
example, free trade agreements between Australia and other nations can affect certain sectors within the 
automotive industry. Restrictions in the form of tariff duties have historically been imposed on the importation 
of passenger vehicles, a factor which assists local manufacturers to remain price competitive. However, the 
existence of a free trade agreement can negate this protection. This is seen with the Korean Free Trade 
Agreement which has gradually reduced tariffs on motor vehicles imported from Korea since the agreement 
came into force in late 2014. Whilst this structure places pressure on manufacturers, it can assist dealers within 
the sales, parts, administration and management sector.  

What does this mean for the automotive workforce? 

Job demand 

• Demand for outdoor power equipment master technicians to diagnose and repair 
equipment that is increasingly complex, stemming from emission controls and 
increased battery usage.  

• Increased demand for professionals that specialise in compliance and risk 
management.  

Skills needs 

• Understanding of regulations and up to date knowledge regarding regulatory 
changes. 

• Skills to service and repair new technology that stems from emissions laws – for 
example, electrical skills. 

 

Creating a future fit workforce 
Table 7 sets out a list of skills priorities, as identified in the 2016 4-Year Work Plans. These skills stemmed from 
consideration of the elements influencing the automotive industry as a whole, businesses within the industry, 
and occupations. Broadly, the emerging skills in the industry reflect the need to support the industry to evolve 
in the new environment. PwC’s Skills for Australia will test the currency of this list through further consultation 
with industry.  
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Table 7: Priority skills in the automotive industry  

  
Skill Sector application 
Foundation skills • All sectors excluding manufacturing (passenger) – 

foundation skills, such as language, literacy, numeracy, 
employability and digital fluency were listed as emerging 
skills for nearly all sectors in the industry. These skills assist 
new participants in the industry to improve and existing 
participants to adapt to the changing industry environment. 
Digital literacy is of particular importance with increased 
automation of functionality and vehicle capability affecting 
numerous sectors within the industry.   

Higher level skills • Marine – marine technicians require higher post-trade skills 
to facilitate professional advancement. 

• Bicycles – higher level skills are required to meet the 
changing technology and business needs of the sector. These 
skills are relevant to bicycle master technician occupations. 

• Electrical – higher level skills are required to meet changing 
occupation roles within the sector as a result of emerging 
technology and business models. These skills will be relevant 
for dual trade mechanical/electrical technicians. 

• Mechanical and specialisation – higher level skills are 
required to meet changing occupation roles within the sector 
as a result of emerging technology and business models. 
These skills will be important for the emerging tyre fitting and 
wheel alignment technician occupation. 

• Cross-sector – higher level skills are required to meet 
changing occupation roles within the sector as a result of 
emerging technology and business models. Further, role 
change and adaptation skills are required to enable the 
growing number of industry participants, particularly younger 
workers, to move within the industry in search of new roles, 
skills and career advancement.  

• Outdoor power equipment – emerging technologies 
require workers to have higher level technical skills in order 
to service and repair tools. These skills will be important for 
master technician occupations. 

• Sales, parts, administration and management – 
higher level management skills are required to meet changing 
occupation roles within the sector as a result of emerging 
technology and business models.  

Management skills • Vehicle body repair – management skills are required to 
meet changing occupation roles within the sector as a result of 
emerging technology and business models. In this 
environment of change, managers will likely require strong 
interpersonal skills to assist with change management. In 
particular, management skills will be important for the 
emerging loss estimator occupation.  

• Sales, parts, administration and management –skills 
to manage small businesses.  
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Skill Sector application 
Technical skills • Marine – technical skills/knowledge in order to engage and 

work with new technology. For example, diesel fuel supply 
systems. 

• Bicycles – specific market areas, such as personal mobility 
devices, will require technical skills. 

• Electrical - technical skills/knowledge in order to engage 
and work with new technology. For example, using advanced 
diagnostic equipment. 

• Vehicle body repair – the use of new vehicle body 
technologies means that workers will need technical skills and 
knowledge to engage in repair work. Additionally, technical 
skills that are applicable across the industry are of growing 
importance to the sector with a number of vehicle body repair 
workers seeking inter-sector/industry transitions.  

• Manufacturing (bus, truck, trailer) – technical skills, 
such as electronic component sensitivity.  

• Mechanical heavy vehicle - the use of new vehicle 
technologies means that workers will need technical skills and 
knowledge to safely engage in their work. 

Diagnostic skills • Marine, electrical, mechanical and specialisation, 
mechanical heavy vehicle – skills so a worker has the 
ability to undertake troubleshooting and fault-finding 
activities and then make necessary repairs. 

Deeper skills • Electrical – job specialisation towards vehicle brands and 
technology necessitates enhanced depth of skills. 

• Vehicle body repair – job specialisation necessitates 
enhanced depth of skills in businesses that use SMART. 

• Mechanical and specialisation – vehicle technology 
change means workers will need more confined skills in which 
they have significant knowledge to engage in service and 
repair. 

 

Skills priorities have not been identified for the manufacturing (passenger vehicle) sector as the structural 
change in the automotive industry relating the area will result in workers transitioning into other automotive 
sectors and industries. 

In addition to skill priorities identified in this section, it is required that a supplied list of 12 generic workforce 
skills are ranked in order of importance to relevant employers. For the automotive industry, these skills have 
been ranked by the previous Industry Skills Council in partnership with the IRCs as shown in Table 8.  

All skills listed in Table 8 are important. Low ranking does not imply that the skill is not important, but rather 
lower ranking only indicates that these skills are not critical priorities for employers in the automotive industry.  
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Table 8: Importance of generic workforce skills 
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Design mindset / Thinking critically 
/ System thinking / Solving 
problems 

1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 1 

Learning agility / Information 
literacy / Intellectual autonomy and 
self-management 

2 3 4 4 3 3 2 3 1 3 3 

Customer service / Marketing 6 5 8 5 5 6 9 9 9 8 4 

Financial 11 11 10 11 11 11 10 12 11 10 9 

Data analysis 7 10 7 7 10 9 8 5 6 9 11 

Technology 4 4 6 9 4 7 5 4 8 4 5 

Entrepreneurial 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 11 12 11 12 

Managerial / Leadership 10 7 11 10 7 10 11 8 10 12 7 

Communication / Virtual 
collaboration / Social intelligence 

5 6 3 3 6 4 4 7 5 2 6 

Science, technology, engineering 
and maths (STEM) 

8 8 5 8 8 5 6 6 4 7 8 

Language, literacy and numeracy 
(LLN) 

3 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 2 6 2 

Environmental and sustainability 9 9 9 6 9 8 7 10 7 5 10 
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E. Other relevant skills-related 
insights for this sector 

As discussed in the previous 4-Year Work Plans, there are a number of general skills that are developing via a 
range of avenues and mechanisms across the automotive industry. Such learning is continuous and crosses the 
breadth of the industry due to the interconnected nature of the sectors. Workforce development is occurring 
across the industry to: 

• Provide workers with the capacity to engage with new vehicle technologies through skill and knowledge 
development. This has included training provided by manufacturers within some sectors. 

• Develop enhanced management skills for workers that have moved into management roles in their 
requisite sectors. 

• Facilitate the skill development and expansion of workers from the passenger vehicle manufacturing 
sector to enable transition into other automotive sectors and outside the industry. 

Additionally, there are a range of skills related insights that are specific to certain sectors and programs: 

Use of skill sets throughout the automotive industry 

IRC Member consultation highlighted that ‘skill sets’ are not a desirable training mechanism for learners and 
workers in the automotive industry. The addition of skill sets can be beneficial to workers above a Certificate III 
level qualification by facilitating the development of new skills that build upon an individual’s pre-existing 
capabilities and assist them to adapt to new ways of working. However, IRC Members raised concerns over 
workers in the industry that solely rely on skills sets for the foundation of their automotive training. This can 
result in workers having a narrow breadth of knowledge, thereby limiting them to certain activities. 

National Workforce Development Fund 

A number of businesses within the industry took advantage of the National Workforce Development Fund 
established by the Australian Government to support skill development and enhance cross-sector labour 
mobility within the industry. The fund is now closed with applications no longer being accepted, however, 
sectors that drew on the fund included: automotive electrical; vehicle body repair; and mechanical and 
specialisation.  

Apprenticeship model 

The apprenticeship model has been identified as the preferred method of skills formation for a number of 
sectors. This was identified in the previous Industry Skills Council’s 4-Year Work Plans for sectors: automotive 
electrical; vehicle body repair; manufacturing (bus, truck and trailer); marine; mechanical heavy vehicle; 
mechanical and specialisation; and outdoor power equipment. However, the ability for some training providers 
to impart services of the standard expected has been affected by training provider expansion and competition 
for learners. 

Capacity and capabilities of training providers 

Given the prevalence of emerging technology throughout the automotive industry, learners require training that 
equips them with the skills to operate in a technologically advanced environment. This places increased 
pressure on training providers and teaching staff to have appropriate equipment and capabilities to train 
learners.   

Bicycle sector 

There are a number of training programs within the bicycle sector that are not accredited but are increasingly 
attracting operators in the industry – particularly independent ones – that are seeking skill development. 
Examples of the programs include Cytec, UBI and Park Tools. Accredited bicycle training courses are only 
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provided by two training providers, however student numbers remain low. This may indicate that there is a 
need for lower cost skill development options within the sector to ensure consistent and recognised training. 
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F. Proposed Schedule of Work 
Proposed Schedule of Work - 2017-18 to 2020-2021 
Our mandate as an SSO to our IRCs, as set by the AISC, is to review all UoCs in the AUM and AUR Training 
Packages every four years. The Proposed Schedule of Work presents a four year rolling schedule for the review 
of these UoCs, to be revised and submitted to the AISC each year. PwC’s Skills for Australia has accepted the 
project priorities laid out in the first two years of Auto Skills Australia’s 4-Year Work Plans, with the first year of 
projects having already been approved by the Department of Education. The previous review schedule drew on 
consultation conducted with industry and stakeholders by Auto Skills Australia, and the progression of the first 
two years of projects will ensure continuity for industry, RTOs and stakeholders. PwC’s Skills for Australia will 
build on this consultation and will continue to engage the IRCs and industry to ensure that the Training 
Products continue to meet industry and employer needs. PwC’s Skills for Australia has received feedback from 
the IRCs and State and Territory Authorities on the Proposed Schedule of Work. In particular, the feedback 
relates to drawing out the nuances of each of the sectors and ensuring that the Training Packages do not 
become over-populated with content. We have collated this feedback, and will continue to consult with industry 
and build on this information as we commence with training product development.  

This section is structured into three parts: 

• Progress on 2016-17 projects 

• Approach to scheduling the Proposed Schedule of Work 

• Proposed Schedule of Work – 2017-18 to 2020-2021 

Progress update for projects endorsed for 2016-17 

The previous Industry Skills Council presented a business case (now case for change) in 2016. The business case 
confirmed the support of industry for the proposed first year training product development plan, as well as 
presenting an additional project at the request of the Australian Department of Education and Training 
regarding UoC AURETU005. The scope of the business case is limited to the validation of the proposed work 
items. There were 12 projects in the first year plan, covering a variety of UoCs, qualifications and proposed new 
content, as presented below in Table 9. 
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Table 9: Status of 2016-17 projects 

Training 
Package 
Code 

Training 
Package 
Name 

Project 
code 

Qualification 
Code Qualification Name Sector Primary IRC Review Status 

AUM Automotive 
Manufacturing 1a AUM30213 

Certificate III  
in Automotive Manufacturing 
Technical Operations - Bus, Truck and 
Trailer 

Automotive Vehicle 
Manufacturing (Bus, Truck and 
Trailer) 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle 
IRC 

Business case 
approved 

AUR 
Automotive 
Retail, Service 
and Repair 

1b AUR40716 
Certificate IV in Automotive Body 
Repair Technology 

Vehicle Body Repair Automotive Vehicle Body 
Repair IRC 

Business case 
approved 

AUR 
Automotive 
Retail, Service 
and Repair 

1c* N/A 
Revise unit AURETU005 Retrofit and 
modify air conditioning and HVAC 
systems 

N/A Automotive Light Vehicle 
IRC 
Automotive Allied IRC 

Business case 
approved 

AUR 
Automotive 
Retail, Service 
and Repair 

2a N/A 

New or revised qualification to reflect 
the job role of automotive tyre fitting 
and wheel alignment technicians and 
meet state-based licensing 
requirements 

Mechanical and Specialisation Automotive Light Vehicle 
IRC 

Business case 
approved 

AUR 
Automotive 
Retail, Service 
and Repair 

2b N/A 
New qualification to reflect the job role 
of automotive vehicle repair estimators 

Vehicle Body Repair Automotive Vehicle Body 
Repair IRC 

Business case 
approved 

AUR 
Automotive 
Retail, Service 
and Repair 

2c N/A 
New units for safely depowering 
electrical and hybrid vehicles 

Electrical Automotive Light Vehicle 
IRC 

Business case 
approved 

AUR  
Automotive 
Retail, Service 
and Repair 

2d N/A 
New units for inspecting, monitoring 
and reporting on the condition of OTR  
(Off-The-Road) tyres 

Mechanical Heavy Vehicle Automotive Heavy Vehicle 
IRC 

Business case 
approved 

AUR 
Automotive 
Retail, Service 
and Repair 

2e N/A 
New units, or modify existing units, for 
multi-combination heavy commercial 
vehicle braking system compatibility 

Mechanical Heavy Vehicle Automotive Heavy Vehicle 
IRC 

Business case 
approved 

AUR 
Automotive 
Retail, Service 
and Repair 

2f N/A 
New mechanical technician transition 
and service repair of personal mobility 
vehicles skill sets/UoCs 

Bicycle Automotive Allied IRC Business case 
approved 

AUR 
Automotive 
Retail, Service 
and Repair 

2g N/A 
New units for safely working with 
marine fuel systems 

Marine Automotive Allied IRC Business case 
approved 

AUR 
Automotive 
Retail, Service 
and Repair 

2h N/A 
New skill set for preparing automotive 
mechanical technicians to work in in 
the marine retail, service and repair 
sector 

Marine Automotive Allied IRC Business case 
approved 
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AUR 
Automotive 
Retail, Service 
and Repair 

2i N/A 
New units for the service and repair of 
personal mobility devices (e.g. golf 
carts, electric wheel chairs) 

Electrical Automotive Light Vehicle 
IRC 

Business case 
approved 

*Parameters of project 1c will continue to be assessed by the relevant IRCs in partnership with the SSO, particularly in regards to whether wording within the UoC should be altered, implications of 
the UoC for licencing requirements, and classification of the UoC as a core or elective unit. 
Note: Projects have been attributed a ‘Primary IRC’ based on the industry sector that the project originates from. However, all IRCs that have an interest in a project will have the capacity to be 
involved and will be kept updated. 

Approach to the Proposed Schedule of Work 

The 2016 4-Year Work Plans did not list the UoCs to be reviewed under each project, making it difficult to ascertain the scope of the work and any content 
review gaps. Rather, the previous Work Plans outlined a Proposed Schedule of Work for automotive qualifications to be progressively reviewed for currency, 
alignment with job roles and regulatory requirements, in addition to the development of proposed new training product components. Whilst drivers for the 
development of new content were discussed in the previous 4-Year Work Plans and are outlined in Table 11, no explicit rationales were given for projects that 
relate to existing qualifications. However, the previous Industry Skills Council considered a number of factors when developing their approach to the Plan. 
Factors considered included: risks; return on investment for industry and government; generating stakeholder support; regulatory alignment; national policy 
directions; responsiveness of the sector to technological change; accounting for the necessary timeframe to transition to new training products; and 
minimisation of wholesale change at a single time.   

To ensure consistency for the automotive industry in the scheduling of reviews, the review schedule identified by the previous Industry Skills Council, and 
endorsed by the IRCs, will be adopted for the first two years of the new Proposed Schedule of Work. 

However, within this framework, PwC’s Skills for Australia will: 

• Review similar qualifications together in order to simplify the process and condense project numbers. 

• Only review a UoC once. Where a UoC is reviewed for one qualification and then is flagged for review under another qualification, the UoC will not be 
reviewed in its entirety to avoid duplication, however, it will be checked for structural currency.  

• New content proposed by the previous Industry Skills Council will be carried over into the new Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of 
Work on the basis that the IRCs validated the need for new content. However, the need for new content will continue to be interrogated by PwC’s 
Skills for Australia. 

• Continue to work with our IRCs to better understand the scope and rationale of these projects.  

In the later years of the Proposed Schedule of Work, all remaining UoCs will be reviewed for relevance and suitability, in addition to new training product 
content that has already been identified for development in those years. There will also be the possibility for projects regarding new training package content, 
not previously identified, to be added as deemed necessary. For example, a project considering the creation of UoCs that develop skills for the maintenance 
and repair of drones, given their growing prevalence in the agricultural and mining industries. 

This Proposed Schedule of Work will be revisited and reviewed in an ongoing manner, with a formal review and resubmission annually. This will allow the 
schedule to respond to sector issues or emerging trends. 
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Proposed Schedule of Work – 2017-18 to 2020-21 

Table 10 presents the Automotive IRCs Proposed Schedule of Work for 2017-18 to 2020-2021.  

Table 10: Proposed Schedule of Work 
Year Project 

code 
Project Training 

Package  
Sector  Primary IRC Qualification name 

2017-18 1d Automotive sales AUR Sales, parts, 
administration 
and 
management 

Automotive Allied Certificate II in Automotive Sales 

Certificate III in Automotive Sales 

2017-18 1e Outdoor power 
equipment 
technology 

AUR Outdoor power 
equipment 

Automotive Allied Certificate II in Outdoor Power Equipment Technology 

2017-18 2j New qualification in 
outdoor power 
equipment 

AUR Outdoor power 
equipment 

Automotive Allied N/A 

2017-18 2k New post trade 
marine qualification 

 Marine Automotive Allied N/A 

2017-18 1f Marine mechanical 
technology 

AUR Marine Automotive Allied Certificate II in Marine Mechanical Technology 

2017-18 2l New bicycle master 
qualification 

 Bicycle Automotive Allied N/A 

2017-18 1g Vocational 
preparation 

AUR Cross sector Automotive Strategic Certificate I in Automotive Vocational Preparation 
Certificate II in Automotive Vocational Preparation 

2017-18 1h Servicing technology AUR Cross sector Automotive Strategic Certificate II in Automotive Servicing Technology 

2017-18 1i Automotive 
mechanical 
diagnosis 

AUR Cross sector Automotive Strategic Certificate IV in Automotive Mechanical Diagnosis 

2017-18 1j Light vehicles AUR Mechanical 
and 
specialisation 

Automotive Light Vehicle Certificate III in Light Vehicle Mechanical Technology  
Certificate III in Motorcycle Mechanical Technology 
Certificate III in Automotive Engine Reconditioning 
Certificate III in Automotive Drivetrain Technology 
Certificate III in Automotive Alternative Fuel Technology 
Certificate III in Automotive Underbody Technology 

2017-18 1k Automotive 
performance 
enhancement 

AUR Mechanical 
and 
specialisation 

Automotive Light Vehicle Certificate IV in Automotive Performance Enhancement 

2017-18 2m New electrical dual 
trade qualification 

 Automotive 
electrical 

Automotive Light Vehicle N/A 

2017-18 1l Automotive 
electrical technology 

AUR Automotive 
electrical 

Automotive Light Vehicle Certificate II in Automotive Electrical Technology 
Certificate III in Automotive Electrical Technology 
Certificate IV in Automotive Electrical Technology 

2017-18 2n Heavy vehicle 
systems drive 
project 

 Mechanical 
heavy vehicle 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle N/A 
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Year Project 
code 

Project Training 
Package  

Sector  Primary IRC Qualification name 

2017-18 2o New CNG and LPG 
fuel systems UoCs 

 Mechanical 
heavy vehicle 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle N/A 

2017-18 2p Mobile plant 
braking systems 

AUR Mechanical 
heavy vehicle 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle Modify the existing unit for AURKTB001 Diagnose and repair mobile 
plant braking systems 

2017-18 1m Mechanical heavy 
technology 

AUR Mechanical 
heavy vehicle 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle Certificate III in Agricultural Mechanical Technology 
Certificate III in Heavy Commercial Vehicle Mechanical Technology 
Certificate III in Mobile Plant Technology 
Certificate III in Automotive Tyre Management  

2017-18 1n Manufacturing 
production bus, 
truck, trailer 

AUM Manufacturing 
(bus, truck, 
trailer) 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle Certificate II in Automotive Manufacturing Production – Bus, Truck and 
Trailer 

2017-18 1o Body repair and 
glazing 

AUR Vehicle body 
repair 

Automotive Vehicle Body 
Repair 

Certificate II in Automotive Body Repair Technology 
Certificate III in Automotive Body Repair Technology 
Certificate III in Automotive Glazing Technology 

2018-19 3a Review remaining 
UoCs for relevance 
and suitability, and 
new content flagged 
for 2018 

AUR 
AUM 

All All New content: 
• New skill set and UoCs for alcohol interlock installation 

(automotive electrical) 
• New skill set and UoCs for entry systems service and repair 

(automotive electrical) 
• New skill set and UoCs regenerative braking/charging systems 

(automotive electrical) 
• New UoCs for vehicle guidance and remote control systems 

(mechanical heavy vehicle) 
• New UoCs for cruise control/braking, guidance systems and 

telematics, automotive tyre systems (mechanical heavy vehicle) 
• New skill set/UoC/modification for engine testing  (mechanical 

heavy vehicle) 
2019-20 3b Review remaining 

UoCs for relevance 
and suitability, and 
new content flagged 
for 2019 

AUR 
AUM 

All All New content: 
• New UoCs for industrial tyre fitting (mechanical heavy vehicle) 
• New qualification/skill set/UoC for tech advisor and parts 

interpreter (mechanical heavy vehicle 

2020-21 3c Review UoCs 
updated in 2016-17 
for currency 

AUR 
AUM 

All All No Training Package content specified. The scope of this update will be 
determined before the 2018 submission of the Industry Skills Forecast and 
Proposed Schedule of Work. 

Note: Projects have been attributed a ‘Primary IRC’ based on the industry sector that the project originates from. However, all IRCs that have an interest in a project will have the capacity to be 
involved and will be kept updated. 
 

We will continue to work with the IRCs to understand the currency and relevancy of these projects. 

Rationale behind new training products 

The previous Industry Skills Council developed rationales to support the development of new Training Package content. On the basis that the previous IRCs 
accepted the proposed schedule of work, that the rationales were developed in conjunction with industry partners, and that the basis for new training content 
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remains the same, the rationales have been included in the current Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work directly as they appeared in the 
previous 4-Year Work Plans. Table 11 presents the rationales for each project.  

Table 11: New content rationale61 
Project 
code 

Planned 
review start 
(year) 

Sector Primary IRC Proposed training product 
components 

Drivers Review activity 

2j 2017 Outdoor power 
equipment 

Automotive Allied Certificate IV in Outdoor Power 
Equipment 

Emerging occupation 
Accelerated technology 
changes 
Skills needs changes 

Investigate the need for any new technical 
units, and structure for a potential 
Certificate IV qualification in Outdoor 
Power Equipment. The qualification is 
anticipated to reflect the role of 
individuals who perform a range of high 
level diagnosis and repair functions within 
OPE businesses. 

                                                                            

 
61  All rationales for new Training Package content is taken directly from previous Industry Skills Council’s 4-Year Work Plans.  
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Project 
code 

Planned 
review start 
(year) 

Sector Primary IRC Proposed training product 
components 

Drivers Review activity 

2a 2016 Mechanical and 
Specialisation 

Automotive Light Vehicle New automotive tyre fitting 
and wheel alignment 
technician qualification 

Emerging occupation 
Accelerated technology 
changes 
Skills needs changes 

Investigate the need for any new technical 
units, and structure and AQF level for a 
potential qualification in Automotive Tyre 
Fitting and Wheel Alignment Technician. 
The qualification is anticipated to reflect 
the role of individuals who perform a 
range of roles in the tyre fitting sector, 
including dealing with customers, making 
decisions and recommending 
tyre, wheel and wheel alignment options, 
carrying out parts fitment and wheel 
alignment operations, road- testing 
vehicles and some point-of-sales 
procedures within automotive enterprises. 

2d 2016 Mechanical Heavy 
Vehicle 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle New units for inspecting, 
monitoring and reporting on 
off-the-road (OTR) tyres 

Skills needs changes 
WHS safety imperatives 

Investigate the need for new units for 
inspecting, monitoring and reporting on 
the condition of OTR tyres on 
vehicle/machinery during pre-use 
inspections, including adjusting tyre 
pressures. 

2e 2016 Mechanical Heavy 
Vehicle 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle New units/modifications to 
existing units for multi-vehicle 
braking system compatibility 

Accelerated technology 
changes 
Skills needs changes 
WHS safety imperatives 

Investigate the need for new units or 
modifications to existing units for multi-
combination heavy vehicle braking system 
compatibility with regard to: 

• service and repair requirements 
for technicians working with 
heavy commercial vehicles with 
multiple connected vehicles, 
each with their own braking 
system, ultimately controlled by 
the vehicle operator 

• ability of technicians to assess 
the compatibility requirements 
of each vehicle braking system. 

It is anticipated that an outcome of the 
activity will result in a new skill set, 
and/or new/modified technical units and 
subsequent modification of the existing 
Certificate III in Heavy Commercial 
Vehicle Mechanical Technology. 
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Project 
code 

Planned 
review start 
(year) 

Sector Primary IRC Proposed training product 
components 

Drivers Review activity 

2n 2017 Mechanical Heavy 
Vehicle 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle Heavy Vehicle Electric Drive 
Systems Project: New High 
Voltage Heavy Vehicle Skill 
Sets/Units of 
Competency/Qualification Re-
Structure 

Accelerated technology 
changes 
Increasing regulatory 
compliance 
Skills needs changes 
Structural changes 
WHS safety imperatives 

Investigate the need for any new units, 
skill sets, and/or qualification restructure 
with regard to: 

• safety requirements for 
technicians working with new 
hybrid and battery-electric 
vehicle technologies in mobile 
plant and agricultural 
machinery 

• service and repair requirements 
for technicians working with 
new hybrid and battery-electric 
vehicle technologies in mobile 
plant and agricultural 
machinery 

• ability of technicians to connect 
and disconnect high voltage 
wiring/connectors in hybrid and 
battery-electric vehicle 
technologies in mobile plant and 
agricultural machinery and the 
place of licensing considerations 
for working on high voltages. 

It is anticipated that an outcome of the 
activity will result in a new skill set, 
and/or new technical units and 
subsequent modification of the existing 
Certificate III Mobile Plant and 
Agricultural Technology qualifications. 
Investigate the need to develop a resource 
to map licensing requirements within 
electric drive work to support industry and 
the training sectors. 
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Project 
code 

Planned 
review start 
(year) 

Sector Primary IRC Proposed training product 
components 

Drivers Review activity 

2o 2017 Mechanical Heavy 
Vehicle 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle New units for those servicing, 
repairing and installing 
compressed natural gas (CNG) 
and liquefied petroleum  
gas (LPG) fuel systems of 
forklifts, buses and trucks 

Accelerated technology 
changes 
Increasing regulatory 
compliance 
Skills needs changes 
Structural changes 
WHS safety imperatives 

Alternative fuel project for forklifts, buses 
and trucks project: Investigate the need 
for any new units, skill sets, and/or 
qualification re-structure with regard to: 

• safety requirements for 
technicians working with 
alternative fuels in forklifts, 
buses and trucks 

• service, repair and installation 
requirements for technicians 
working with alternative fuels in 
forklifts, buses and trucks. 

It is anticipated that an outcome of the 
activity will result in new technical units 
and subsequent modification of the 
existing qualifications: 

• Certificate III in Heavy 
Commercial Vehicle Mechanical 
Technology 

• Certificate III in Forklift 
Technology. 

2p 2017 Mechanical Heavy 
Vehicle 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle Modify the existing unit for 
AURKTB001 Diagnose and 
repair mobile plant braking 
systems 

Accelerated technology 
changes 
WHS safety imperatives 

Investigate the need for modifying the 
existing unit for AURKTB001 Diagnose 
and repair mobile plant braking systems to 
include auxiliary or implement brakes. 
It is anticipated that an outcome of the 
activity will result in the modification of 
existing technical units or new units and 
subsequent modification of the existing 
qualifications: 

• Certificate III in Mobile Plant 
• Certificate III in Agricultural 

Mechanical Technology. 
3a 2018 Mechanical Heavy 

Vehicle 
Automotive Heavy Vehicle New units for those servicing 

and repairing autonomous 
vehicle guidance systems and 
remote control systems of 
agricultural and mobile plant 
vehicles and machinery. 

Accelerated technology 
changes 
Increasing regulatory 
compliance 
Skills needs changes 
Structural changes 
WHS safety imperatives 

Investigate the need for new units or 
modifications to existing units for 
servicing and repairing autonomous 
vehicle guidance systems and remote 
control systems of agricultural and mobile 
plant vehicles and machinery. 
It is anticipated that an outcome of the 
activity will result in a new skill set, 
and/or new/modified technical units and 
subsequent modification of the existing 
Certificate III Mobile Plant and 
Agricultural Technology qualifications. 
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Project 
code 

Planned 
review start 
(year) 

Sector Primary IRC Proposed training product 
components 

Drivers Review activity 

3a 2018 Mechanical Heavy 
Vehicle 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle New units for those servicing 
and repairing active cruise 
control/braking, guidance 
systems and telematics 
systems, and automatic tyre 
inflation systems of heavy 
vehicles, agricultural and 
mobile plant vehicles and 
machinery. 

Accelerated technology 
changes 
Increasing regulatory 
compliance 
Skills needs changes 
Structural changes 
WHS safety imperatives 

Investigate the need for new units or 
modifications to existing units for 
servicing and repairing active cruise 
control/braking systems, guidance 
systems and telematics systems, and 
automatic tyre inflation systems of heavy 
vehicles, agricultural and mobile plant 
vehicles and machinery. 
It is anticipated that an outcome of the 
activity will result in new/modified 
technical units and subsequent 
modification of the existing Certificate III 
Agricultural, Heavy Commercial Vehicle 
and Mobile Plant Technology 
qualifications. 

3a 2018 Mechanical Heavy 
Vehicle 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle New skill set/unit/modification 
of existing units regarding 
lubricant testing of engines, 
drivetrains and hydraulic 
systems of heavy commercial 
vehicles, agricultural and 
mobile plant vehicles and 
machinery. 

Accelerated technology 
changes 
Skills needs changes 

 

Investigate the need for a new skill set/ 
unit or modifications to existing units for 
those servicing and repairing heavy 
vehicles regarding testing and analysing 
lubricants in the engines, drivetrains and 
hydraulic systems. 
It is anticipated that an outcome of the 
activity will result in new/modified 
technical units and subsequent 
modification of the existing Certificate III 
Agricultural, Heavy Commercial Vehicle 
and Mobile Plant Technology 
qualifications. 

3b 2019 Mechanical Heavy 
Vehicle 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle New units for those fitting and 
repairing industrial tyres and 
rims. 

Accelerated technology 
changes 
Increasing regulatory 
compliance 
Skills needs changes 
Structural changes 
WHS safety imperatives 

Investigate the need for new units or 
modifications to existing units for fitting 
and repairing industrial tyres and rims on 
heavy vehicles. 
It is anticipated that an outcome of the 
activity will result in new/modified 
technical units and subsequent 
modification of the existing Certificate III 
Agricultural, Heavy Commercial Vehicle 
and Mobile Plant Technology and Tyre 
Fitting qualifications. 
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Project 
code 

Planned 
review start 
(year) 

Sector Primary IRC Proposed training product 
components 

Drivers Review activity 

3b 2019 Mechanical Heavy 
Vehicle 

Automotive Heavy Vehicle New qualification/skill 
set/units  
of competency for those who 
fulfil the job role of technical 
adviser and parts interpreter 

Accelerated technology 
changes 
Increasing regulatory 
compliance 
Skills needs changes 
Structural changes 
WHS safety imperatives 

Investigate the need for new 
qualification/skill set/units of competency 
for those who fulfil the job role of technical 
adviser and parts interpreter in the 
Mechanical Heavy Vehicle Sector. 
 
It is anticipated that an outcome of the 
activity will result in a new 
qualification/skill set and units of 
competency. 

2g 2016 Marine Automotive Allied New units for marine fuel 
systems in the AUR 
Automotive Retail, Service and 
Repair Training Package 

Accelerated technology 
changes 
Skills needs changes 
WHS safety imperatives 

Investigate the need for new units for 
safely working with marine fuel systems 
and whether it would need to be in the 
core of the Certificate III in Marine 
Mechanical Technology. 

2h 2016 Marine Automotive Allied New skill set for mechanical 
technician transition 

Skills needs changes Investigate the need for a skill set and/or 
new units to upgrade automotive 
mechanical technicians with the skills to 
service and repair marine systems. 

2k 2017 Marine Automotive Allied New post-trade qualification 
for marine technicians in the 
AUR Automotive Retail, 
Service and Repair Training 
Package 

Skills needs changes 
Career pathway 

Investigate the need for a new post-trade 
qualification (potentially at the Certificate 
IV level) for higher level marine technician 
and support career progression within the 
sector. 
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Project 
code 

Planned 
review start 
(year) 

Sector Primary IRC Proposed training product 
components 

Drivers Review activity 

2b 2016 Vehicle Body 
Repair 

Automotive Vehicle Body 
Repair 

New Automotive 
Estimator/Vehicle body repair 
qualification in the AUR 
Automotive Retail, Service and 
Repair Training Package 

Emerging occupation 
Accelerated technology 
changes 
Structural changes 
Increasing regulatory 
compliance 
Skills needs changes 

Investigate the need for any new technical 
units, and structure and AQF level for a 
potential qualification in Automotive 
Estimator/Vehicle Body Repair Estimator. 
The qualification is anticipated to reflect 
the role of individuals who perform a 
range of high level evaluation and 
assessment functions in vehicle body 
repair estimation within automotive 
enterprises and has coevolved as a result 
of the expansion of vehicle loss assessors 
used by car insurers. 
It is anticipated that an outcome of the 
activity will result in a new qualification or 
skill set, or new technical units and 
possible modification of the existing 
AUR40514 Certificate IV in Vehicle Loss 
Assessing as well as new technical units 
and subsequent structural changes to 
AUR40716 Certificate IV in Automotive 
Body Repair Technology. 
Note: changes to legislation and Codes of 
Conduct (MVIRI) will further drive the 
need for a new/altered qualification in this 
field.  

2c 2016 Electrical Automotive Light Vehicle New units for depowering 
electric and hybrid vehicles in 
the AUR Automotive Retail, 
Service and Repair Training 
Package 

Accelerated technology 
changes 
Skills needs changes 
WHS safety imperatives 

Investigate the need for new units for 
safely depowering electrical and hybrid 
vehicles for first responders to accidents 
and roadside assisters. 

2m 2017 Electrical Automotive Light Vehicle New qualification for dual 
trade mechanical/electrical 
qualification 

Emerging occupation 
Accelerated technology 
changes 
Skills needs changes 
Shifting demand 

Investigate the need for a new dual trade 
qualification to support an emerging 
occupation in automotive 
mechanical/electrical. It is anticipated that 
the dual trade will reflect the job redesign 
roles of technicians where there are 
significant synergies between mechanical 
and electrical work. 

3a 2018 Electrical Automotive Light Vehicle New skill set and associated 
units for installing driver 
alcohol interlocks 

Accelerated technology 
changes 
Skills needs changes 
Shifting demand 

Investigate the need for a skill set and/or 
new units to upgrade automotive electrical 
technicians with the skills to install alcohol 
interlock systems to vehicles with and 
without CAN-BUS systems. 
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Project 
code 

Planned 
review start 
(year) 

Sector Primary IRC Proposed training product 
components 

Drivers Review activity 

3a 2018 Electrical Automotive Light Vehicle New skill set and associated 
units for servicing and 
repairing vehicle entry systems 

Accelerated technology 
changes 
Skills needs changes 
Shifting demand 

Investigate the need for a skill set and/or 
new units to upgrade automotive electrical 
technicians with the skills to repair vehicle 
entry systems, including re-keying the 
vehicle. 

3a 2018 Electrical Automotive Light Vehicle New skill set and associated 
units for servicing and 
repairing vehicle regenerative 
braking/charging systems 

Accelerated technology 
changes 
Skills needs changes 
Shifting demand 

Investigate the need for a skill set and/or 
new units to upgrade automotive electrical 
technicians with the skills to service and 
repair vehicle regenerative 
braking/charging systems. 

2i 2016 Electrical Automotive Light Vehicle New skill set and associated 
units for personal electric 
transport systems 

Accelerated technology 
changes 
Skills needs changes 
Shifting demand 

Investigate the need for a skill set and/or 
new units to upgrade automotive electrical 
technicians with the skills to service and 
repair personal electric transport systems, 
including electric wheelchairs, electric 
scooters and electric golf buggies. 
There is the need to consult with the 
Bicycle IRC as there is some potential for 
cross-IRC connections. 

2f 2016 Bicycle Automotive Allied New mechanical technician 
transition and service repair of 
personal mobility vehicles skill 
sets/UoCs 

Job re-design 
Skills needs changes 

Investigate the need for a skill set and/or  
new units to: 

• upgrade automotive mechanical 
technicians with the skills to 
service and repair bicycles; and 

• service and repair of personal 
mobility devices. 

2l 2017 Bicycle Automotive Allied New qualifications for bicycle 
master technician 

Job re-design 
Structural changes 
Skills needs changes 

Investigate the need for higher level 
qualifications for bicycle master 
technicians as a post-trade pathway for 
current bicycle technicians. 

Note: Projects have been attributed a ‘Primary IRC’ based on the industry sector that the project originates from. However, all IRCs that have an interest in a project will have the capacity to be 
involved and will be kept updated. 
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Industry Skil1s Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work
The Industry Skiils Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work (ISFPSW) presented here sets out the
training product development priorities for the Automotive Industry Reference Committees (IRCs)
through to June 2o21. It is based on research, analysis arld consultations with IRC members and other
stakeholders.
The content in the ISFPSW draws on Auto Skills Australia's 4-Year Work P1ans for the automotive
industry, thougb information included in this report has, as best as practicable, been verified by PwC.

This ISFPSW has a particular focus on the Council ofAustralian Government (COAG) principles for
training package development. The pdnciples, and our responses to them, are described below:
. Reflect identified worldorce outcomes. We have used the most recent data available in this

report to come to evidence based conclusions.
. Support national (and international) portability of skills and competencies, including

reflecting licensing and fegulatory requirements. where applicable, we advocate for
nationally recognised skills in the VET sector, and realise the value of a nationalised system.

. Reflect national agreement about the core lransferable skills and corejob-specific
skills required forjob roles as identified by indusFy. Industry, through the IRCs, has given
us inaluable feedback throughout the consultation process. Their input forms a key part of our
findings particularly as it relates to recognising and responding to the fact individuals are unlikely
to remain in the same job for life.

. Be flexible enough to meet the diversity ofindividual antl employer needs, including
the capacity to adapt to changingjob roles and wor\rlaces, Our approach is to iook to the
future, and where we can, address issues proactively including the recognition tlrat technology and
other disruptors will change employer priorities ald consequently skills needs.

. Facilitate recognition of an individual's skills and knowledge, and support rnovement
between the school, vocational education and training CVET), and higher education
sectors. Accessing vocational education from school or reskilling should be a simple and effective
process, Access to education always plays a major role in our recommendations.

. Support interpretation by training providers and others through the use of simple,
concise language and clear articulation of assessment requirements. Plain English
communication shows tnle understanding of the subject matler. we strive to deliver clarity on
complex, technical issues.
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Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work 
The Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work (ISFPSW) presented here sets out the 
training product development priorities for the Automotive Industry Reference Committees (IRCs) 
through to June 2021. It is based on research, analysis and consultations with IRC members and other 
stakeholders.  

The content in the ISFPSW draws on Auto Skills Australia’s 4-Year Work Plans for the automotive 
industry, though information included in this report has, as best as practicable, been verified by PwC.   
This ISFPSW has a particular focus on the Council of Australian Government (COAG) principles for 
training package development. The principles, and our responses to them, are described below: 

x Reflect identified workforce outcomes. We have used the most recent data available in this 
report to come to evidence based conclusions. 

x Support national (and international) portability of skills and competencies, including 
reflecting licensing and regulatory requirements. Where applicable, we advocate for 
nationally recognised skills in the VET sector, and realise the value of a nationalised system. 

x Reflect national agreement about the core transferable skills and core job-specific 
skills required for job roles as identified by industry. Industry, through the IRCs, has given 
us invaluable feedback throughout the consultation process. Their input forms a key part of our 
findings particularly as it relates to recognising and responding to the fact individuals are unlikely 
to remain in the same job for life. 

x Be flexible enough to meet the diversity of individual and employer needs, including 
the capacity to adapt to changing job roles and workplaces. Our approach is to look to the 
future, and where we can, address issues proactively including the recognition that technology and 
other disruptors will change employer priorities and consequently skills needs. 

x Facilitate recognition of an individual’s skills and knowledge, and support movement 
between the school, vocational education and training (VET), and higher education 
sectors. Accessing vocational education from school or reskilling should be a simple and effective 
process. Access to education always plays a major role in our recommendations. 

x Support interpretation by training providers and others through the use of simple, 
concise language and clear articulation of assessment requirements. Plain English 
communication shows true understanding of the subject matter. We strive to deliver clarity on 
complex, technical issues. 
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Appendix A Occupation classifications 
Defining and classifying occupations can be difficult in any sector. In the vocational education and training context, using classifications that are too general 
can lose the nuance of skill levels or technical details acquired in each qualification. However, using classifications that are too specific can make general 
trends identification or commentary impossible.  

For this Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work we have largely drawn on terminology used in the Training Packages, as published in 
Automotive Manufacturing Training Package release 1.0 and Automotive Retail, Service and Repair Training Package release 3.0 on training.gov.au.  

Table 12 sets out the following classifications: 

• Australia and New Zealand Standard Classification of Occupations (ANZSCO) developed by the ABS. These occupations have been mapped to 
qualifications by NCVER and are used for Department of Employment forecast projections. Therefore, ABS and NCVER data is consistent with 
ANZSCO definitions. The limitation of these definitions is that they are somewhat narrow and therefore may not be an accurate representation of all 
parties within the sector.  

• Taxonomy developed by the former ISCs, mapped qualifications in Training Packages to occupations. However, these occupations are not mapped to 
ABS or NCVER data collection, and therefore do not provide any quantitative information as to the size of the workforce.  

Table 12 provides the ANZSCO and Taxonomy classifications as published in version 1.0 of the Automotive Manufacturing Training Package and release 3.0 
of the Automotive Retail, Service and Repair Training Package on training.gov.au. In this publication, each qualification has been mapped to one ANZSCO 
classification.  

Given these limitations, Table 12 should be used as a guide only. The reader should refer to the description of the training product on training.gov.au for 
more information on the intended skills and potential occupations under each qualification.  
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Table 12: Different occupation classifications 

Sector Qualification level ANZSCO mapping Taxonomy mapping 

Automotive Manufacturing Training Package (AUM) 
Automotive 
vehicle 
manufacturing 
sector (passenger 
vehicles) 

AUM20113 Certificate II in Automotive 
Manufacturing Production - Passenger Motor 
Vehicle 

Product Assembler Automotive Manufacturing Production 
Worker; Component Assembler; Warehouse 
and material Logistics officer; Vehicle Body 
Assembler; Product assembler. 

AUM30113 Certificate III in Automotive 
Manufacturing Technical Operations – 
Passenger Motor Vehicle 

Vehicle Body Builder Vehicle Body Assembler; Automotive 
Production Supervisor; Component 
Assembler; Automotive Manufacturing 
Production Worker; Automotive 
Manufacturing Process Specialist; Product 
assembler; Automotive Manufacturing 
Quality Supervisor. 

Automotive 
vehicle 
manufacturing 
sector (bus, truck 
and trailer) 

AUM20213 Certificate II in Automotive 
Manufacturing Production – Bus, Truck and 
Trailer 

Product Assembler Vehicle Body Builder; Component Assembler; 
Automotive Manufacturing Production 
Worker. 

AUM30213 Certificate III in Automotive 
Manufacturing Technical Operations – Bus, 
Truck and Trailer 

Vehicle Body Builder Automotive Manufacturing Technician; 
Vehicle Body Builder; Coach Builder 
Technician; Sub Assembly Technician. 

Cross-sector 
qualifications 

AUM 10113 Certificate I in Automotive 
Manufacturing  

Product Assembler No occupation mapped. 

AUM40113 Certificate IV in Automotive 
Manufacturing 

Panel beaters, And Vehicle Body 
Builders, Trimmers And Painters 

Lead Technician (Bus/Truck/Trailer); Lead 
Technician (Passenger Vehicle). 

AUM50113 Diploma of Automotive 
Manufacturing 

Vehicle Body Builder Automotive Production Manager; Line 
Manager; Automotive Production Supervisor. 

Automotive Retail, Service and Repair Training Package (AUR) 
Automotive sales, 
parts, 
administration 
and management 
sector 

AUR20116 Certificate II in Automotive 
Administration 

General Clerk Automotive Clerk; Automotive Service 
Receptionist. 

AUR21116 Certificate II in Automotive Sales Motor Vehicle Or Caravan 
Salesperson 

Aftermarket Salesperson; Bicycle Sales 
Assistant; Replacement Parts and Accessories 
Salesperson; Service Station Salesperson; 
Vehicle Sales Assistant; Outdoor Power 
Equipment Sales Assistant. 

AUR30116 Certificate III in Automotive 
Administration 

General Clerk Office Manager (Automotive) 

AUR31016 Certificate III in Automotive Sales Motor Vehicle Or Caravan Farm Machinery Salesperson; Aftermarket 
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Salesperson Salesperson; Motorcycle Salesperson 
AUR40116 Certificate IV in Automotive 
Management 

Customer Service Manager Farm Machinery Salesperson; Automotive 
Business Manager; Motorcycle Salesperson; 
Parts Manager; Workplace Manager; 
Automotive Master Technician. 

AUR50116 Diploma of Automotive 
Management 

Customer Service Manager Area Manager; Automotive Purchasing 
Manager; Dealer Principal; Operations 
Manager; Purchasing Manager; Automotive 
Aftermarket Manager; Automotive Retail 
Sales Manager; Automotive Services/Repair 
Manager; Customer Service Manager 
(Automotive); Automotive Warehouse 
Manager; Parts Manager; Marketing 
Manager; Automotive Workshop Manager; 
Workplace Manager. 

Outdoor power 
equipment sector 

AUR20816 Certificate II in Outdoor Power 
Equipment Technology 

Mechanic's Assistant Outdoor Power Equipment Serviceperson 

AUR30716 Certificate III in Outdoor Power 
Equipment Technology 

Small Engine Mechanic Outdoor Power Equipment Repair Technician 

Automotive 
mechanical and 
specialisation 
sector 

AUR21216 Certificate II in Automotive 
Underbody Technology 

Mechanic's Assistant Underbody Serviceperson 

AUR21316 Certificate II in Automotive Braking 
System Technology 

Mechanic's Assistant Automotive Braking Systems Serviceperson 

AUR21416 Certificate II in Automotive Cooling 
System Technology 

Mechanic's Assistant Radiator Repairer 

AUR21516 Certificate II in Automotive Cylinder 
Head Reconditioning 

Mechanic's Assistant Cylinder Head Reconditioner 

AUR21616 Certificate II in Automotive 
Driveline System Technology 

Mechanic's Assistant Driveline Serviceperson 

AUR21716 Certificate II in Automotive Exhaust 
System Technology 

Mechanic's Assistant Exhaust Fitter & Repairer 

AUR21816 Certificate II in Automotive Steering 
and Suspension System Technology 

Mechanic's Assistant Steering and Suspension Serviceperson 

AUR21916 Certificate II in Automotive Tyre 
Servicing Technology 

Tyre Fitter Automotive Light Vehicle Tyre Fitter; 
Automotive Heavy Vehicle Tyre Fitter; Tyre 
Fitter and Repairer;  Automotive Agricultural 
Equipment Tyre Fitter 

AUR21016 Certificate II in Motor Sport 
Technology 

Mechanic's Assistant Race Team General Hand 
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AUR30816 Certificate III in Motorcycle 
Mechanical Technology 

Motorcycle Mechanic Automotive Motorcycle Repair Technician 

AUR 31316 Certificate III in Automotive Engine 
Reconditioning 

Motor Mechanic (General) Engine Reconditioner 

AUR31616 Certificate III in Automotive 
Drivetrain Technology 

Motor Mechanic (General) Automotive Automatic Transmission 
Drivetrain Technician; Automotive Manual 
Transmission Drivetrain Technician.  

AUR32016 Certificate III in Automotive 
Alternative Fuel Technology 

Motor Mechanic (General) Automotive Alternative Fuel Technician 

AUR32516 Certificate III in Automotive 
Underbody Technology 

Motor Mechanic (General) Automotive Light Vehicle Underbody Repair 
Technician 

AUR30616 Certificate III in Light Vehicle 
Mechanical Technology 

Motor Mechanic (General) Automotive Light Vehicle Mechanical Repair 
Technician 

AUR30916 Certificate III in Motor Sport 
Technology 

Motor Mechanics Motorsport Service/PitCrew Member; 
Motorsport Vehicle Technician 

AUR40416 Certificate IV in Automotive 
Performance Enhancement 

Motor Mechanic (General) Automotive Performance Enhancement 
Master Technician 

AUR40316 Certificate IV in Motor Sport 
Technology 

Motor Mechanics Motorsport Pit Crew Coordinator 

AUR50316 Diploma of Motor Sport Technology Motor Mechanics Motorsport Team Manager 
Automotive 
mechanical heavy 
sector 

AUR30416 Certificate III in Agricultural 
Mechanical Technology 

Motor Mechanic (General) Agricultural Mechanical Technician 

AUR31116 Certificate III in Heavy Commercial 
Vehicle Mechanical Technology 

Motor Mechanic (General) Heavy Commercial Vehicle Technician 

AUR31216 Certificate III in Mobile Plant 
Technology 

Motor Mechanic (General) Mobile Plant Technician 

AUR31416 Certificate III in Automotive Diesel 
Fuel Technology 

Diesel Motor Mechanic Diesel Fuel Specialist; Automotive Heavy 
Vehicle Diesel Fuel Technician 

AUR31516 Certificate III in Automotive Diesel 
Engine Technology 

Diesel Motor Mechanic Diesel Engine Technician 

AUR31716 Certificate III in Forklift Technology Motor Mechanic (General) Automotive Forklift Repair Technician 
AUR31816 Certificate III in Heavy Commercial 
Trailer Technology 

Diesel Motor Mechanic Heavy Commercial Trailer Technician 

AUR31916 Certificate III in Elevating Work 
Platform Technology 

Motor Mechanic (General) Elevating Work Platform Technician 

AUR32616 Certificate III in Automotive Tyre 
Management 

Tyre Fitter Tyre Fitter Leading Hand; Tyre Fitter 
Supervisor; Senior Tyre Fitter. 

Automotive 
vehicle body repair 

AUR20916 Certificate II in Automotive Body 
Repair Technology 

Mechanic's Assistant Vehicle Dismantler; Vehicle Detailer; Vehicle 
Window Tinter; Vehicle Trimming Assistant. 
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sector AUR32116 Certificate III in Automotive Body 
Repair Technology 

Vehicle Body Builder Vehicle Body Restorian Technician; Panel 
beater; Heavy Vehicle Body and Chassis 
Repair Technician 

AUR32216 Certificate III in Automotive 
Glazing Technology 

Auto glazier Vehicle Glazier; Automotive Glazing 
Technician. 

AUR32316 Certificate III in Automotive and 
Marine Trimming Technology 

Vehicle Trimmer Marine Trimming Technician; Vehicle 
Trimmer. 

AUR32416 Certificate III in Automotive 
Refinishing Technology 

Vehicle Painter Vehicle Refinishing Technician - Heavy 
Vehicle and Industry; Vehicle Refinishing 
Technician; Vehicle Spray Painter. 

AUR40716 Certificate IV in Automotive Body 
Repair Technology 

Panel beater Master Technician (Automotive); Automotive 
Workshop Manager. 

AUR40514 Certificate IV in Vehicle Loss 
Assessing 

Insurance Loss Adjuster Vehicle Insurance Assessor 

Automotive 
electrical sector 

AUR20216 Certificate II in Automotive Air 
Conditioning Technology 

Mechanic's Assistant Automotive Air Conditioning Serviceperson. 

AUR20416 Certificate II in Automotive 
Electrical Technology 

Motor Vehicle Parts And Accessories 
Fitter (General) 

Accessory Fitter; Automotive Electrical 
Trainee/Assistant. 

AUR30316 Certificate III in Automotive 
Electrical Technology 

Automotive Electrician Automotive Electrical Technician 

AUR40616 Certificate IV in Automotive 
Electrical Technology 

Automotive Electrician  Automotive Electrical Master Technician; 
Automotive Electrical Workshop 
Manager/Service Manager; Automotive 
Electrical Workshop Technical Service 
Advisor; Automotive Electrical Technician. 

Marine sector AUR20616 Certificate II in Marine Mechanical 
Technology 

Mechanic's Assistant Marine Serviceperson 

AUR30516 Certificate III in Marine Mechanical 
Technology 

Motor Mechanic (General) Marine Mechanical Technician 

Bicycle sector AUR20316 Certificate II in Bicycle Mechanical 
Technology 

Bicycle Mechanic Assistant Bicycle Mechanic; Automotive 
Electrical Component Installer or Accessory 
Fitter. 

AUR30216 Certificate III in Bicycle Workshop 
Operations 

Bicycle Mechanic Bicycle Mechanic 

Cross-sector 
qualifications 

AUR10116 Certificate I in Automotive 
Vocational Preparation 

Mechanic's Assistant No occupation mapped. 

AUR20716 Certificate II in Automotive 
Vocational Preparation 

Mechanic's Assistant No occupation mapped. 

AUR20516 Certificate II in Automotive Mechanic's Assistant Vehicle Serviceperson 
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Servicing Technology 
AUR40216 Certificate IV in Automotive 
Mechanical Diagnosis 

Motor Mechanic (General) Automotive Master Technician 

AUR40816 Certificate IV in Automotive 
Mechanical Overhauling 

Motor Mechanic (General) Automotive Over hauler 

AUR 50216 Diploma of Automotive Technology Motor Mechanic (General) Automotive Master Technician; Automotive 
Electrical Workshop Technical Service 
Advisor; Automotive Electrical Workshop 
Manager/Service Manager. 

 
Source: training.gov.au. Qualification codes based on AUM release 1.0 and AUR release 3.0.  
*Alternate mapping provided to us by AFMA
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Appendix B VET and other 
training in the industry 
Australians wishing to acquire new skills in the automotive industry can choose from many education and 
training options, varying from formal training to on the job learning. Factors driving the decision to enrol in 
VET, rather than take an alternative learning pathway, include funding availability, reputation and quality of 
the training, the learner’s previous education and experience, and employer preferences.  

The SSO and IRCs’ role is to understand how the AUM and AUR Training Packages are used to skill learners to 
excel in the automotive industry, then design Training Packages accordingly. A thorough understanding of the 
training landscape helps us answer two questions important to Training Package design: 

• Why are learners choosing to enrol in qualifications and courses in the AUM and AUR Training 
Packages over other training, both now and into the future?  

• Will changes to the AUM and AUR Training Packages fill a training gap or provide better accessibility of 
training compared to other options?  

To answer these questions, analysis on the dynamics between Training Package enrolments and the following 
education and training options is presented below:  

• Accredited VET courses and non-nationally recognised training courses 

• higher education 

• schooling 

• in-house and other private training.  

Important dynamics to consider include the substitutability and competition (influenced by funding and 
availability) of the options, the relevance of the different forms of training to particular sectors, and employer 
preferences.  

PwC’s Skills for Australia will undertake an analysis of these factors stemming from engagement with industry, 
IRCs and government. This will inform the development of Training Packages that are suited to industry needs 
and facilitate the success of learners. 

Automotive Manufacturing Training Package 
The AUM Training Package is comprised of: 

• 7 qualifications 

• 0 skill sets 

• 98 native and 89 imported units of competency (UoCs). 

Automotive Retail, Service and Repair Training Package 
The AUR Training Package is comprised of: 

• 57 qualifications 

• 24 skill sets 

• 642 native and 113 imported units of competency (UoCs). 
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Appendix C Review of the 
Training Package structure 
This appendix makes an initial assessment of the Training Package structure and considers how qualifications, 
skill sets, and UoCs could be better constructed, ensuring better communication of skills attainment to industry 
and better skills outcomes for learners.  

PwC’s Skills for Australia will engage in a review of Training Package structure for the relevant Packages: 
Automotive Manufacturing and Automotive Retail, Service and Repair. Consideration will be given to whether 
there are any clear issues within the Training Package and the manner in which it is structured to facilitate 
learner outcomes and employer expectations. A necessary consideration within the review will involve assessing 
the practicalities and impacts of any potential changes.  
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Appendix D Industry 
classification 
Statistical definition of the automotive industry 
The Australian and New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification (ANZSIC) is used to classify Australian 
Bureau of Statistics (ABS) industry data. There are four levels of industry classification - division, sub-division, 
group and class. 

ANZSIC does not provide a statistical definition of the automotive industry. The automotive industry is 
therefore defined in the Industry Skills Forecast and Proposed Schedule of Work as a sum of relevant ANZSIC 
industry classes (at the four digit classification level). The definition of the automotive industry represents the 
sum of 27 ANZSIC industry classes, drawn from five ANZSIC industry divisions. These industry classes are: 

• Class 2311 Motor Vehicle Manufacturing 

• Class 2312 Motor Vehicle Body and Trailer Manufacturing 

• Class 2313 Automotive Electrical Component Manufacturing 

• Class 2319 Other Motor Vehicle Parts Manufacturing 

• Class 2392 Boatbuilding and Repair Services 

• Class 2399 Other Transport Equipment Manufacturing n.e.c. 

• Class 2461 Agricultural Machinery and Equipment Manufacturing 

• Class 2462 Mining and Construction Machinery Manufacturing 

• Class 3501 Car Wholesaling 

• Class 3502 Commercial Vehicle Wholesaling 

• Class 3503 Trailer and Other Motor Vehicle Wholesaling 

• Class 3504 Motor Vehicle New Parts Wholesaling 

• Class 3505 Motor Vehicle Dismantling and Used Parts Wholesaling 

• Class 3911 Car Retailing 

• Class 3912 Motor Cycle Retailing 

• Class 3913 Trailer and Other Motor Vehicle Retailing 

• Class 3921 Motor Vehicle Parts Retailing 

• Class 3922 Tyre Retailing 

• Class 4000 Fuel Retailing 

• Class 4245 Marine Equipment Retailing 
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• Class 6611 Passenger Car Rental and Hiring 

• Class 6619 Other Motor Vehicle and Transport Equipment Rental and Hiring 

• Class 9411 Automotive Electrical Services 

• Class 9412 Automotive Body, Paint and Interior Repair 

• Class 9419 Other Automotive Repair and Maintenance 

• Class 9429 Other Machinery and Equipment Repair and Maintenance 

• Class 9499 Other Repair and Maintenance n.e.c. 

See Table 13 for further detail. 

Table 13 ANZIC industry classifications  
 
 

1. Division 2. Subdivision 3. Group 4. Class  

Division C Manufacturing Subdivision 23  Transport 
Equipment Manufacturing 

Group 231 Motor 
Vehicle and 
Motor Vehicle 
Part 
Manufacturing 

Include all in group 231 
● Class 2311 Motor 

Vehicle 
Manufacturing 

● Class 2312 Motor 
Vehicle Body and 
Trailer 
Manufacturing 

● Class 2313 
Automotive Electrical 
Component 
Manufacturing 

● Class 2319 Other 
Motor Vehicle Parts 
Manufacturing 

Group 239 Other 
Transport 
Equipment 
Manufacturing 

Include 
● Class 2399 Other 

Transport Equipment 
Manufacturing n.e.c. 

NB: Includes bicycle and 
motorcycle, manufacturing. 
● Class 2392 

Boatbuilding and 
Repair Services 

Exclude 
● Class 2391 

Shipbuilding and 
Repair Services 

● Class 2393 Railway 
Rolling Stock 
Manufacturing and 
Repair Services 

● Class 2394 Aircraft 
Manufacturing and 
Repair Services 
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Subdivision 24 Machinery and 
Equipment Manufacturing 

Group 246 
Specialised 
Machinery and 
Equipment 
Manufacturing 

Include 
● Class 2462 Mining 

and Construction 
Machinery 
Manufacturing 

● Class 2461 
Agricultural 
Machinery and 
Equipment 
Manufacturing 

Exclude 
● Class 2463 Machine 

Tool and Parts 
Manufacturing 

● Class 2469 Other 
Specialised 
Machinery and 
Equipment 
Manufacturing 

Division F Wholesale 
Trade 

Subdivision 35 Motor Vehicle 
and Motor Vehicle Parts 
Wholesaling 

Group 350 Motor 
Vehicle and 
Motor Vehicle 
Parts 
Wholesaling 

Include all in group 350 
● Class 3501 Car 

Wholesaling 
● Class 3502 

Commercial Vehicle 
Wholesaling 

● Class 3503 Trailer 
and Other Motor 
Vehicle Wholesaling 

● Class 3504 Motor 
Vehicle New Parts 
Wholesaling 

● Class 3505 Motor 
Vehicle Dismantling 
and Used Parts 
Wholesaling 

Division G Retail Trade 

Subdivision 39 Motor Vehicle 
and Motor Vehicle Parts 
Retailing 

Group 391 Motor 
Vehicle Retailing 

Include all in group 391 
● Class 3911 Car 

Retailing 
● Class 3912 Motor 

Cycle Retailing 
● Class 3913 Trailer and 

Other Motor Vehicle 
Retailing 

Group 392 Motor 
Vehicle Parts and 
Tyre Retailing 

Include all in group 392 
● Class 3921 Motor 

Vehicle Parts 
Retailing 

● Class 3922 Tyre 
Retailing 

Subdivision 40 Fuel Retailing 
 

Group 400 Fuel 
Retailing 
 

Include all in group 400 
● Class 4000 Fuel Retailing 

 

Subdivision 42 Other Store-
Based Retailing 
 

Group 424 
Recreational 
Goods Retailing 
 

Include 
● Class 4245 Marine Equipment 

Retailing 
Exclude 
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● Class 4241 Sport and 
Camping Equipment Retailing 

● Class 4242 Entertainment 
Media Retailing 

● Class 4243 Toy and Game 
Retailing 

● Class 4244 Newspaper and 
Book Retailing 

Division L Rental, Hiring 
and Real Estate Services 
 

Subdivision 66 Rental and 
Hiring Services (except Real 
Estate) 
 

Group 661 Motor 
Vehicle and 
Transport 
Equipment 
Rental and 
Hiring 
 

Include all in group 661 
● Class 6611 Passenger Car 

Rental and Hiring 
● Class 6619 Other Motor 

Vehicle and Transport 
Equipment Rental and Hiring 

 

Division S Other Services 
 

Subdivision 94 Repair and 
Maintenance 
 

Group 941 
Automotive 
Repair and 
Maintenance 
 

Include all in group 941             
● Class 9411 Automotive 

Electrical Services 
● Class 9412 Automotive Body, 

Paint and Interior Repair 
● Class 9419 Other Automotive 

Repair and Maintenance 

Group 942 
Machinery and 
Equipment 
Repair and 
Maintenance 

Include  
● Class 9429 Other Machinery 

and Equipment Repair and 
Maintenance 

NB: Includes engine repair (except 
automotive), lawn mower repair and 
maintenance. 
Exclude 
● Class 9421 Domestic 

Appliance Repair and 
Maintenance 

● Class 9422 Electronic (except 
Domestic Appliance) and 
Precision Equipment Repair 
and Maintenance 

Group 949 Other 
Repair and 
Maintenance 

Include  
● Class 9499 Other Repair and 

Maintenance n.e.c. 
NB: Includes bicycle repair. 
Exclude 
● Class 9491 Clothing and 

Footwear Repair 
 
 
Note 1: This is a broad suggested definition of the industry. As a result, industry classes may also include some activities 
outside of the automotive industry. For example, class 9429 includes bicycle repair, but also includes the repair of furniture, 
jewellery and so forth.  
Note 2: n.e.c. is not easily classified. 
Note 3: For more information on industry classifications, please see: 
http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/Latestproducts/1292.0Contents12006%20(Revision%202.0)?opendocument
&tabname=Summary&prodno=1292.0&issue=2006%20(Revision%202.0)&num=&view= 
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